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**Spotlight on EU Policy Coherence for Development**
The former German Chancellor from Hamburg, Helmut Schmidt, famously remarked: “People who have a vision should go see a doctor”. What he wanted to say is that nowadays there are no clear-cut solutions or easy decisions in politics. Rather, politicians have to weigh alternatives against each other and decide which is the most convenient or, at times, the least inconvenient. Often, both parties in a political argument bring forward good reasons or fair interests to support their view.

Nowhere is this more obvious than in the case of Policy Coherence for Development. On the one hand you have the special interests of Europeans, for instance the farmers or fishermen. On the other hand, it is clearly documented how agricultural subsidies have been great obstacles to the competitiveness of small African farmers or how the common fisheries policy threatens the livelihoods of fishermen in developing countries and forces them to use their vessels for piracy or dangerous trafficking of migrants.

Whose interests should prevail here? I think that in order to guarantee Europe’s long-term success in a fast-changing world, we will probably have to sacrifice some special interests. The reason is quite simple. The world has become very small, whether you look at markets, the environment, or security. Politicians in developing and developed countries alike must respond to this historical challenge. But if they take such difficult but farsighted decisions they also need the support of citizens and civil society!

A rather clear-cut case is the illicit outflows from developing countries due to tax evasion of multinational companies. They amount to an estimated $160 billion per year in Africa alone. Compare that with the roughly €8 billion the European Commission is annually spending on development aid and you clearly see the incoherence. Not only do developing countries loose a big share of their revenues, but European taxpayers might even have to compensate for harms to the environment or the livelihood of people due to irresponsible practises of resource extraction companies. More and more companies seem to understand that transparency and corporate social responsibility initiatives in this sector are in effect pro-business. A more responsible conduct of their operations benefits them in many ways: it produces legal security, sustainable long-time partnerships and poses a safeguard against renationalization, reopening of negotiations or expulsion.

That is why the European Parliament created the Standing Rapporteur for Policy Coherence for Development. The Standing Rapporteur has to monitor and mobilise all European political actors to ensure that the goals of development policy are not infringed upon. However, designing coherent policies is not an easy task. Success largely depends on the means and tools available given the complexity of the task. As Standing Rapporteur I hope that my upcoming biennial report on PCD will bring some improvements. Yet, to really bring improvements, I need more resources at my disposal. The tireless work and accumulated expertise of civil society groups in the area of development policies, like CONCORD, is an invaluable asset for the work of the Rapporteur.

The most important incoherencies are well known. Their correction is a matter of political will. I admit that it is never easy to sacrifice short-term interests in order to achieve long term benefits. If politicians take such courageous and farsighted decisions they need the support of citizens and civil society! Politicians in developing and developed countries alike must respond to this historical challenge. The reason is quite simple: developing countries are our future just as we are the future of developing countries - we are each other’s future!
The Union shall take account of the objectives of development cooperation in the policies that it implements which are likely to affect developing countries.

Article 208 of the Lisbon Treaty
Executive Summary

With this Report, CONCORD aims to uncover some policy incoherencies between EU policies and development objectives. As stipulated in the Lisbon Treaty, the EU is committed to eradicate poverty in developing countries. Safeguarding the EU’s own prosperity doesn’t oppose the goal of improving the living standards of poor people in developing countries. In fact, the reality of today’s interconnected world is that the first cannot be achieved without the latter. With Article 208 of the Lisbon Treaty, Policy Coherence for Development (PCD) became a treaty obligation. The article implies that all EU policies must be in support of developing countries’ development needs, or at least not contradict the aim of poverty eradication. The principle of PCD presents a different approach which introduces broader and longer term objectives into policy making. Together with development policy and effective aid, PCD is a significant and complementary instrument that can have a significant impact on sustainable development, poverty eradication and respect for Human Rights.

In the Report, a Human Rights-Based Approach is applied to the EU policies that are assessed against the PCD benchmark. This requires a focus on the protection of the Human Rights of the poor and most marginalised people in society; something that the EU should embrace, being an active leader in promoting and defending Human Rights.

PCD is not only a treaty provision but also an obligation to ensure the effective implementation of Human Rights for poor people and accelerated progress towards poverty eradication.

CONCORD welcomes efforts that have been made so far, but calls upon the EU for a more solid and proper implementation of PCD in all EU policies. The ambition for CONCORD is for the EU to change incoherent policies, as it has become increasingly apparent that PCD has the potential to make a difference for millions of people in developing countries. Throughout the Report, a number of recommendations to redress coherence are proposed to the EU institutions, which are accountable for the proper implementation of the Lisbon Treaty.

The Report includes a chapter on the institutional framework and four thematic chapters focusing on policy areas relating to Food Security, Natural Resources, Human Security, and Migration. All chapters examine in more detail EU policies, policy measures, functions and tools in place that promote or undermine efforts towards the effective implementation of PCD.

Institutional Framework

PCD is a political commitment which requires continued political will to translate into the right policy choices favourable to poor people living in developing countries. The European Commission President has a great role to play as guardian of the Treaty; while the EU Council and the European Parliament must exercise their legislative power in a responsible manner, taking account of the impact of EU policies beyond the EU borders. Also needed is an adequate institutional set-up as well as a toolbox of policy-making instruments and mechanisms to systemize the implementation of PCD. A number of these tools and set-ups already exist, such as impact assessments, the European Parliament Standing Rapporteur on PCD and the EU Ombudsman. But they must be improved; mandates of specific functions must be clarified in terms of their ability to deal with PCD matters, and capacity must be strengthened in EU institutions and in Member States. Very importantly, the voice of people affected by the lack of coherence must be heard. Thus, more adequate systems, including formalised complaints mechanisms, must be put in place to bring out evidence of incoherencies and redress the situation, in compliance with the PCD obligation.
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**Food Security**

Today, 925 million people throughout the globe suffer from hunger. Securing access to safe food is a universal Human Right which all States are mutually obliged to respect, protect and fulfil. The EU has a special responsibility in this, being the world’s largest actor in agricultural trade. Realising the Right to Food requires changes in both models of production as well as improved access to affordable and nutritious food. In this context, the EU needs to change several of its current policies affecting food security in the world’s poor countries ranging from trade, agriculture, financial regulation, climate, and investment in foreign land. The reform of the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) is a decisive opportunity to demonstrate the Union’s willingness to help facilitate developing countries’ transition to feeding themselves. This requires a U-turn from the EU to recognise that the growing global demand for food does not legitimise subsidising European exports. The EU must demonstrate greater efforts to make PCD an operational element of the CAP. To limit excessive food price volatility for both farmers and consumers, the EU should also lead the way for improved international governance of food security based on the Right to Food. In addition to market regulation, food buffer stocks can help both safeguarding food security and maintaining price stability. EU policies that drive global trends such as land-grabbing must include strong sustainability criteria that cover both social and environmental aspects, especially concerning biofuels production.

**Natural Resources**

Many resource-rich countries remain amongst the poorest in the world. Citizens do not benefit from the natural wealth which is enshrined in the land they inhabit. It is however established by international Human Rights treaties that men and women across the globe have the right to benefit from these resources. Natural resources constitute a crucial component to achieve human and social development, provided that they are used in a sustainable manner. The EU is one of the actors pursuing aggressive strategies to access resources from developing countries. EU policy-makers nonetheless have an obligation to ensure that their policies in pursuit of imports from developing countries do not undermine development objectives or lead, directly or indirectly, to human suffering and human rights violations. The 10% ‘renewable energy for transport’ target of the EU Renewable Energy Directive (RED) poses challenges to development objectives. RED adds to the pressures on land and water in particular. The EU should revise this policy and impose strong sustainability criteria. The EU Raw Materials Initiative on the other hand, lacks incentives for developing countries to engage in the value added process of extracted resources, which is something the EU should encourage. The first step towards enabling developing countries to make effective use of their natural resources is to ensure greater disclosure and public oversight of the revenue flows to governments from multinational extractive companies. The EU must help by requiring all European companies involved in the extraction of resources to disclose their financial information.
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Human Security

At the core of human security is the fundamental right to life, physical safety and freedom from premature and preventable death. Human security and justice should be considered as basic entitlements and should be provided for the benefit of the people in respect of their rights and in response to their feeling of insecurity. The EU’s security and development agenda recognises that there can’t be “sustainable development without peace and security, and that without development and poverty eradication there will be no sustainable peace”. However, there has been little progress to put policies into practice that properly address this connection. Security policies of several EU Member States clearly show clashes between economic and/or security self-interests, and PCD. The EU should not advance its economic and security interests to the detriment of partner countries and their populations. To avoid doing harm and to seize opportunities to build long term peace, EU policies must be more ‘conflict-sensitive’ and adopt a long term preventative approach. Despite a 2008 Council Position, EU arms exports to notorious Human Rights abusers and conflict hotspots are still a reality. Arms exports pose a huge threat to human security and seriously hamper sustainable development. Adequate mechanisms must be put in place to ensure that control of exports of military technology and equipment are respected, in compliance with the PCD obligation.

Migration

For a while now, migration has been at the centre of EU policy debates. The EU currently hosts around 31.8 million migrants. All people have been given the choice to exercise their right to migrate or to stay in their country, but whichever choice they made, their rights to live their lives with dignity should be respected. The lack of decent work remains a major push factor of labour migration, while, at the other end of the migration journey, access to adequate employment poses serious challenges to the migrants’ integration in their host countries. A common trend in EU initiatives is their focus on managing migration flows with the view to realise the EU’s unilateral economic objectives, without exploring the full potential of migration and development, which could benefit the migrants themselves, and both the host country and the country of origin. The current restrictive approach to EU migration policy, steered by the EUGlobal Approach to Migration lacks consideration for development implications and Human Rights requirements. Decent work and labour issues are key factors that EU migration and integration policies need to address in more depth, aligning with the PCD obligation. The implementation of social and legal protection of migrants has to improve in the EU as well as globally. To this end, the EU should use its international leverage in promoting international standards protecting migrant workers. The EU Member States must also sign, ratify and implement the UN International Convention for the Protection of Migrant Workers and their families.

90% of the 214 million international migrants are workers and their families.

No low-income fragile or conflict-affected country has yet achieved a single MDG.
PCD aims to prevent the squandering of money on policies detrimental to development.
Introduction

Context of the Spotlight Report

The European Union (EU) and its Member States are facing key economic challenges in response to the financial crisis and the ongoing problems in the eurozone. Austerity measures and budget cuts lay ahead to tackle deficits. However, these difficulties don’t give justification for the EU to turn inward. The rest of the world is also affected by this persistent and repetitive crisis, and men and women in developing countries continue to suffer the hardest from other global challenges such as food insecurity and climate change. The EU remains a major global player, its decisions can make a difference. The EU is committed to eradicate poverty in developing countries, as stated in the Lisbon Treaty1. In times of global crisis development cooperation and development considerations make sense more than ever: not only for solidarity - a value that lies at the very heart of the foundation of the EU itself - but also for reasons of economic and social stability, international peace and preservation of biodiversity. Just like prosperity within the EU, improving the living standards of poor people in developing countries is in the EU’s interest. In our interconnected world, it would be a mistake to think that the EU could achieve one without the other.

Two parallel avenues must be taken: making development aid effective and a stronger implementation of Policy Coherence for Development (PCD).

2011 provides an opportunity for the EU to deepen and reaffirm its commitment to aid effectiveness at the 4th High Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness (HLF4) in Busan, South Korea. Implementation of existing aid effectiveness commitments could significantly increase the impact of the EU’s development policy. It is vital that EU Member States stay firmly focused on meeting their long-standing Official Development Assistance (ODA) commitments. To do so, all EU Member States must adopt binding national legislation or action plans setting out how they will reach their respective ODA spending targets by 2015. But it’s not all about aid.

Next to ODA commitments and the aid effectiveness agenda, Policy Coherence for Development should be a top political priority for the EU.

The PCD principle has been on the European agenda for decades and was supported in the 2006 European Consensus on Development2. With Article 208 of the Lisbon Treaty, PCD became a treaty requirement1: "The Union shall take into account the objectives of development cooperation in the policies that it implements which are likely to affect developing countries". PCD recognises that development cooperation and aid alone cannot meet the needs of developing countries. It implies that all EU policy areas must be in support of developing countries’ development needs, or at least not contradict the aim of poverty eradication.

Adhering to PCD is not about committing more resources to development cooperation, but aims to prevent the squandering of money on policies detrimental to development objectives. This being said, PCD is not to be opposed to aid, and should not be used as a pretext not to fulfil EU aid commitments.

---

1 Article 208 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
2 European Consensus on Development of 31st February 2006 (COM 45/01)
Objectives and Structure of the Report

With this report, CONCORD aims at uncovering policy incoherencies between EU policies and development objectives in four policy areas: Food security, Natural resources, Human security, and Migration.

The report visits the full cycle of policy making and sets out recommendations on the political attentions and the mechanics of the system as well as specific recommendations in each policy area covered. The ambition for CONCORD is for the EU to change certain policies, as it has become increasingly apparent that PCD has the potential to make a significant difference for millions of people’s lives in developing countries.

The report seeks to expose as much as possible concrete experiences of people in developing countries who are affected by incoherent EU policies. The task is difficult: indeed, there is no traceability system to monitor policy impact, like there is in a food production chain to guarantee the agreed quality standards. We demonstrate the negative impact of EU policies through clear, meaningful and real examples, where the link to an EU initiative can be established. It can be difficult to point out the sole EU impact as in development contexts there are often a myriad of actors involved (e.g. donors, governments in developing countries, private companies). We have taken the view to address the EU as a policy-making entity in the EU territory, but as well as a powerful actor on the global scene that contributes to set global policy trends. Therefore, incoherencies resulting of the negative influence of international bodies or systems that the EU supports in one way or another are also exposed in this Report.

The first chapter of this report looks at the PCD mechanisms that the EU put in place and gives an analysis of the challenges and the dangers for PCD in the existing political reality.

The thematic chapters of this Spotlight report examine in more detail policies and policy measures in place that promote or undermine efforts towards effective promotion of PCD.

To illustrate the different policy areas, this report is using case studies of actual situations where the lack of coherence is blatant.

Policy Coherence for Development: a vision, an obligation, a tool

Policy Coherence - for what?

In response to the financial and economic crises, we observe a more blunt affirmation by the EU of its unilateral domestic interests. This is justified with the need to keep up with tougher global competitiveness. Conversely, the principle of Policy Coherence for Development (PCD) presents a different approach which introduces broader and longer term objectives into policy making. In the end, this may be even more reasonable and cost-effective. It may provide more innovative and balanced solutions, rather than to put pressure on weaker social and economic groups to sign on to trade-offs that are unacceptable to them.

Thus, putting more responsibility for the EU to deliver on its fair contribution to sustainable global development can present a more cost-effective and economic way to achieve well-being for all.

The definition of PCD is challenged because of the confusion being created by the use by different EU institutions of the concept of “coherence”: the “D” in PCD is of paramount importance here. The purpose of the coherence effort needs to be explicitly extended to account for the external impacts EU policies may have on people in developing countries. The purpose of greater (unqualified) coherence to promote EU interests is not per se in contradiction with PCD, since the promotion of development objectives is an intrinsic part of the EU acquis and EU policy interests.
Policy Coherence for Development – what’s in it?

EU policy making is complex and subject to many vested and conflicting interests. The commitment to PCD acknowledges these conflicts and can act as an incentive to address the interests of all stakeholders. PCD promotes transparency and participative policy making that opens up not only to European but also to affected stakeholders in third countries, including those without voice or marginal to the centre of policy making.

It supports increased accountability on decision making, provided that impact on sustainability in third countries, i.e. social, economic and environmental impact and wellbeing of future generations, is taking place in the very early stages of policy making.

The PCD process is a practical way of increasing knowledge and insights concerning intended or unintended policy impact. PCD can encourage EU institutions to engage in a more open policy process, inviting critical voices and examining new policy options rather than to discard them quickly. It could invite anecdotic and empiric evidence and qualitative data from the ground that may not fit current models used or meet request for quantitative, indicators or ways of measurement.

Closed expert meetings run by the donor community could be opened up and become participative multi-stakeholder round tables that include all affected groups. The primary objective would not be to align and harmonise policies but rather to design policies in a way that promote learning and accountability and become an institution of exchange.

Accounting for PCD also contributes to improving “responsive governance”. Importantly, PCD goes beyond requests for transparency and introduces accountability not only on policy making but also on policy impact. Monitoring needs to become more of a multi-disciplinary approach that includes findings from different policy frameworks and qualitative approaches to assess impact.

The challenge is to accept non causal and non-linear impacts and to allow for evidence based analysis that take account of interconnectedness of policies and actors as well as the responses and interactions of people on the ground.

It is clear that together with development policy and effective aid, PCD is a significant and complementary instrument that can have a markedly beneficial impact on sustainable development, poverty eradication and respect for Human Rights.

Policy Coherence for Development – how to do it?

For CONCORD, complying with EU obligations under Article 208 TFEU and Article 3(5) TFEU, primarily means adopting the overarching principle of ‘do no harm’ in the EU’s external relations with developing countries.

CONCORD considers this as a more straightforward and realistic starting point as opposed to the EC’s prevailing rhetoric on win-win situations which neglects those social and economic groups that are losing out.

A Human Rights-Based Approach (HRBA) provides a deepened understanding of the PCD concept as it thrashes out the building blocks of development and provides insights into the development process understood as a sharing of responsibilities, not a quick fix. The HRBA describes a dynamic relationship of right-holders and duty-bearers, of sharing responsibilities and of engaging in a process of progressive realisation of rights.

An HRBA to development policy and any EU internal or external policies likely to affect developing countries requires a focus on the protection of the Human Rights of the poor and most marginalised people in society. Without addressing the obstacles to the realisation of rights we will never progress towards a sustained eradication of poverty.

This is something that should be embraced by the EU as an active leader in promoting and defending Human Rights, both within and outside its borders. Human Rights are a core value of the EU and are legally enshrined in its treaties, laws and policies.

Applied to PCD, a HRBA helps to explicitly address the hierarchy issue at the time of assessing the potential impact of a given policy. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights takes precedence over other legal frameworks in the legal hierarchy, and the protection and advancement of Human Rights should always prevail over any other selective and unilateral interests.

Two decades of gender mainstreaming provide insights into the enhancement of women’s rights and the struggle involved. The gender mainstreaming approach itself can provide lessons for ‘mainstreaming a PCD’ approach, its risks and its opportunities. A hierarchical structure that depends on a top down decision making and is controlled by experts can easily fall short to enhance women’s rights and promote the struggle for gender justice.
Policy Coherence for Development – how to make it happen?

CONCORD welcomes previous progress made on raising the profile of PCD, with commitments such as the biennial reporting of the EU on PCD, the European Parliament (EP) resolution on PCD, the creation of the position of the EP Standing Rapporteur on PCD, the reference to PCD in the EP resolution on the CAP reform. However, as this Report demonstrates, a lot more needs to be done!

Despite this, there is still a huge gap between stated intentions and the reality of EU policies and their impact on people living in poverty in developing countries. It is obvious that a strong legal basis for PCD is not enough. An important step towards giving more weight to development objectives and respect for Human Rights in different EU policies is to increase awareness and to generate political will.

There is an urgent need to substantiate PCD through reinforcing capacity and the procedures mechanisms, tools and instruments to put PCD commitments into action. For instance, PCD should become more evidence-based and independent ex-ante and ex-post assessment of the impact of EU policies on poverty reduction in developing countries should be more systematic. Also, a mechanism is presently missing to correct EU policies and measures which are found to be in breach of Article 208 TFEU. Recognising that this is the case for some existing policies is a starting point which this report aims to assist in achieving. The next step is to put in place an effective mechanism that allows for people’s voices to be heard when their rights are being or already in danger of being violated. EU policies must not negatively impact on their lives and block their efforts to live a decent life free from poverty – this has to take the shape of the possibility of redressing EU policies that do not respect the PCD obligation.

---


Only 7 out of 164 Impact Assessments of proposed new policies by the European Commission have looked at the impact on developing countries (2009-2011).
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Achievement of an objective as vast as the eradication of poverty requires an unerring commitment to Policy Coherence for Development (PCD) and the coordinated and consistent use of all tools, policies and resources towards the objective at hand, as set out in the Article 208 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).

Political will is essential to make sensible policy choices that reflect the commitment to PCD. The examples of the need of this is underlying throughout this report both in here and the following thematic chapters. In this chapter though, we will look further into the practicalities and institutional aspects of PCD: both those that exist but might suffer from lack of capacity, and those that have yet to be created.

For the PCD agenda to advance, the EU needs to move the focus from process to progress and results. This means not only recording potential areas of challenges in the early stages of policy making and going ahead with these policies, but putting in place serious safeguards that ensure that those challenges do not materialise, or if failure to do that, ensure a corrective mechanisms when impact of harm can be exposed by actors, including civil society.

1. Mapping and assessment of existing mechanisms relating to PCD and how to improve them

Different mechanisms and institutional set-ups exist that provide incentives, facilitate monitoring and compliance with commitments and obligations. The following list is only a selection of existing mechanisms.

1.1 Legal provisions

Beyond Article 208 TFEU, there are a number of legal provisions that can be referred to as examples to promote PCD.

• The Cotonou Partnership Agreement Article 12 makes an explicit reference to PCD and provides for the consultation of ACP countries at an early stage, “where the Community intends […] to take a measure which might affect [their] interests.” It is also possible for ACP countries to “transmit their concerns in writing […] and submit suggestions for amendments”.

In spite of its great potential for inclusive policy dialogue, this PCD mechanism has been hardly used so far, probably due to a lack of awareness and capacity. More proactive action is needed.

As encouraged by the European Parliament⁵, CONCORD proposes that the Joint Parliamentary Assembly nominates two standing rapporteurs on Policy Coherence for Development (one from an ACP country and one from the EU). They will ensure the coherence of EU and ACP policies with development, foster the JPA’s discussions and positions on these subjects, publish a biennial report notably focusing on implementation of Article 12, and examine possible complaints from those affected negatively by incoherencies.

⁵ European Parliament resolution of 13 May 2010 on the EU Policy Coherence for Development and the “Official Development Assistance plus” concept para 63 (2009/2211(INI))
• Since 1995, EC trade and association agreements contain human rights clauses\(^6\) that condition trade relations and provide for the suspension of preferences in case of systemic and severe human rights violations. Existing weaknesses in consistency, transparency and procedural fairness should be overcome by applying transparent criteria and benchmarks concerning labour, environmental and human rights compliance in partner countries, including any specific recommendations for improvements where necessary.\(^7\)

• Safeguards\(^8\) are a tool designed to protect key interests in case of non-predictable developments. Safeguards could be further developed, introduced and flexibilities enhanced in agreements with third countries that take specific account of PCD obligations towards developing countries.

1.2 Mechanisms in the decision-making and programming processes of the European Commission

There are many instruments that could be used to assess if policies contradict and undermine each other and if incoherence exists or synergies can be promoted, at an early stage.

• Impact Assessments

Four different kinds of assessments can be identified that are used or discussed at EU level. These are the Impact Assessment\(^9\) (Directorate General of the EC), Environmental Impact Assessment\(^10\), Sustainability Impact Assessment (a policy tool developed by and for DG Trade)\(^11\), and the more recently debated Human Rights Impact Assessments, in particular in case of negotiation of bilateral or regional trade agreements\(^12\).

Today, a large number of EC legislative proposals as well as non legislative policy initiatives must be accompanied by an Impact Assessment (IA). IAs are currently released at the same time as the concerned legislative proposal.

CONCORD Denmark has run a screening exercise on all EC IAs between 2009-2011 asking whether the EC meets its obligations to look at the impact on third countries\(^13\).

The new Guidelines in force since 2009 stipulate that: “Every IA should establish whether proposed policy options have an impact on relations with third countries. In particular they should look at: […] impacts on developing countries – initiatives that may affect developing countries should be analyzed for their coherence with the objectives of the EU development policy. This includes an analysis of consequences (or spill-overs) in the longer run in areas such as economic, environmental, social or security policy”\(^14\).

CONCORD Denmark examined a total of 164 IAs out of which they considered 77 to be relevant for developing countries. The screening showed that only 7 IAs are looking at all at the impact on developing countries\(^15\). Some from these 7 only take note of but do not assess how it is affecting developing countries; none of the relevant IA has considered impact on developing countries in 2011\(^16\).

It can be concluded that a key policy instrument actually exists but is not used properly or to its full potential. This may be due to lack of capacity or possibly, lack of political will and consensus.

---

6 Regulation (EC) No 722/2008 applying a scheme of generalised tariff preferences for the period from 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2011 [2008] OJ L208/1, Article 15, 16, 17
7 2010/2011 (En) Opinion by MEP Richard Howarth of the INTA Committee on human rights, social and environmental standards in international trade agreements from 2 May 2010
9 More details on: http://ec.europa.eu/governance/impact
13 See http://www.concord denmark.dk/Action/2011
15 Regulation on OTC Derivatives / Market; Set up of Network on animal welfare labelling / Health and Consumers; Communication on agricultural product quality / Rural Development and Agriculture
16 CONCORD Denmark (2011) EC’s Impact Assessments disregard Developing Countries
Therefore, CONCORD recommends that Impact Assessments should be made more transparent and provide for participation of CSOs before, during and after an IA. It is therefore necessary that IAs are made available in due time before a policy proposal is made so that the conclusions of the IA can be taken into account and other stakeholders can comment and be consulted on how best to ensure that identified challenges or potential pitfalls with consequences for developing countries are safeguarded against. This has a great potential to turn light on blind spots and work towards asking those questions and measure those impacts that matter most for affected groups that are excluded from the policy making process.

The IA Board, at the EC Secretariat General, examines and issues opinions on all the Commission’s impact assessments. CONCORD requests that at least one of the EC high-officials who compose the IA Board is a development expert and undertakes a special responsibility to verify the quality of the IA on developing countries, in line with the PCD obligation. CONCORD also calls on the IA Board to take its mandate opportunity to draw on external expertise to associate civil society organisations to the IA process.

Moreover, CONCORD recommends that the EP be formally consulted on the EC list of new policy initiatives and screening exercise and be invited to comment on identifying key conflicting issues prior to a final list of IAs.

- **Inter-Service Consultation** takes place amongst EC services at every step of the policy-making process, in order to balance out all policy options. This is a very important mechanism to ensure that development concerns are raised at the earliest stage possible and PCD is on the agenda of non-development DGs.

But this requires strengthening in terms of political importance and capacity, especially to enable DG DEVCO to carry out a proper screening of all relevant policy proposals tabled for inter-service consultation.

- **PCD focal points** have been appointed amongst staff in selected EC DGs as well as in the External action Service. These could be of great support to DG DEVCO in processes such as IAs and inter-service consultations. However, staff turnover and lack of proper training undermine the great potential of such mechanism.

Here also, increased political importance and capacity are needed.

- The European Commission **Country Strategy Papers** and the Guidelines for Programming refer now to PCD and should be used to contribute to introduce PCD scrutiny in check in the programming exercise and provide concrete recommendations on how to improve PCD. The participation of CSO in political dialogue in third countries should be the starting point for inviting critical voices in this exercise and become part of a multi-stakeholder group approach that has a PCD mandate and beyond the donor community and government representatives.

Any mid-term reviews of programming should include specific mandate to screen impact and policies to ensure PCD.

### 1.3 Reporting

Since 2007, the EU produces a biennial report on the progress made towards enhancing PCD in twelve policy areas\(^7\). The third EU progress report is expected in late 2011. The report is steered by DG DEVCO, drawing from Member States’ and EP’s feedback on a questionnaire.

The PCD questionnaire sent to Member States should provide an incentive for policy dialogue between different government ministries and departments, as well as with Parliaments and civil society. The questionnaire should ask explicitly for positive and negative impacts of policies. It should provide incentives for a more honest account and encourage institutions of exchange that allow looking at incoherence and the lessons that can be learnt. The answer to the questionnaire should be made public systematically.

Whereas CONCORD commends the efforts of the EU to gather information and involve all actors both at EU and national level, it is vital that this information is taken on from process to progress. If the lessons learned are not capitalised upon in the shape of redressing incoherent policies or bettering the systems to monitor and assess ex-ante impacts, then the exercise is of serious limited use.

---

1.4 European Parliament Standing Rapporteur on PCD

This is a permanent position that was created in May 2010, following the adoption of the European Parliament resolution on Policy Coherence for Development\(^8\), whose conclusions CONCORD supports. The position is currently held by MEP Birgit Schnieber-Jastram, for a two year mandate. The PCD Standing Rapporteur, who sits in the parliamentary committee on development (DEVE), is responsible for promoting PCD within the European Parliament (EP) through fostering more interaction between DEVE and other committees where development concerns are not central. The Standing Rapporteur is due also to produce a biennial report on PCD.

In 2011, Birgit Schnieber-Jastram organised three networking workshops to gather expertise (including from civil society), support and advice on policy priorities, on collection of evidence and reporting on complaints. Her report is expected for the end of 2011.

While individual MEPs are spearheading awareness on PCD issues and DEVE increasingly puts PCD on the committee agenda, the EP still record a rather weak overall political support for PCD and a lack of capacity to engage in the task (as mirrored in other institutions).

Promoting PCD requires more opportunities for interaction and dialogue for MEPs who are active in areas relevant to the external dimension but not yet looking at specific concerns relating to sustainable development and global fairness; likewise between EP Committees with a clear and direct international dimension (International Trade, Fisheries, Development, Human Rights) and those focusing on domestic issues that have a direct or indirect impact on developing countries (Agriculture, Environment, Industry).

To this end, more cross-committee hearings should be organised (notably at the initiative of the PCD Standing Rapporteur). More permanently, a cross-committee PCD support group, composed of MEPs “focal points” in their respective committees, should be established to help carrying out the tasks of the Standing Rapporteur and formalise contacts with other MEPs. This will help addressing PCD challenges and creating policy synergies.

CONCORD looks forward to seeing the mandate of the PCD rapporteur further unfold in concrete recommendations for actions by the European Parliament.

1.5 EU Ombudsman

Set up in 2001, the EU Ombudsman acts on instances of maladministration in the activities of the Union institutions, bodies, offices, or agencies\(^9\). The Ombudsman institution has proven to be flexible. According to the current EU Ombudsman, “the term “maladministration” has been interpreted broadly and in a manner that makes it possible to include respect for the rule of law, for principles of good administration, and for fundamental rights in the Ombudsman’s remit. This means that allegations that the institutions have breached a fundamental right fall within my mandate\(^10\).

PCD is now also part of his mandate, as he assured APRODEV and MEP Franziska Keller, in his response to their joint submission on a case of unfair trade practices in breach of PCD, presented in 2011.

However, in the same response, the EU Ombudsman indicated that the complaint concerned the merits of EU policy and included very broad allegation of failure to comply with a Treaty requirement, but did not identify instances of maladministration, which the Ombudsman could help clarifying. He also specified that he was not an institutional advocate for development goals, or for Policy Coherence for Development. Nor was his role to substitute his judgment for that of the Commission, or any other institutions, in relation to policy matters.\(^11\)

It is obvious that the PCD mandate of the EU Ombudsman is very unclear.

What CONCORD recommends is to create a special instance, such as a specialised Ombudsman, with the specific responsibility to receive and investigate potential charges of PCD breaches, including unfair trade practices, to initiate a mediation process and to search for adequate solutions and redress. This special Ombudsman should act as a low key dispute settlement procedure for PCD conflicts with minimum bureaucratic constraints. It should be made clear that civil society actors would have direct access to this special Ombudsman.

---


A website for the special PCD Ombudsman similar to the existing EU Ombudsman should be set up where submissions (accepted and refused) are posted. This would be a helpful tool to pull and share substance and analysis on PCD and to increase accountability when this is made publicly accessible to interested groups.

1.6 Incentives and awareness raising outside the institutional framework

More and more institutions (e.g. OECD), think tanks (e.g. ECDPM) and civil society organisations have produced different kinds of PCD-related material - methodological booklets, policy analyses and case studies. This Spotlight Report by CONCORD, and the previous edition published in 2009, should be counted amongst them. The list would be too long though the importance of the awareness such initiatives create and in some cases capacity building among a diverse set of actors is duly noted.

Nevertheless, it is worth highlighting the PCD Award of FairPolitics, an initiative of the Evert Vermeer Foundation. Every year, following a thorough monitoring of MEPs’ activities, a prize is delivered to the Fair Politician of the Year, i.e. an MEP champion on PCD. In 2011, the prize went to MEP Catherine Grèze.

CONCORD welcomes such initiatives and strongly encourages the EU to engage with these, support them where appropriate and take due note and respond to any recommendations that might follow from such initiatives. It is our firm belief that a wide range of actors from civil society as well as other international fora needs to be closely involved in the complex exercise of monitoring and advancing the PCD agenda.

2.0 General recommendations to EU institutions

2.1 Face it: Barroso must walk the Lisbon talk

The President of the European Commission should be responsible within the College of Commissioners and accountable for the PCD agenda as he is the guardian of the treaties. This would be a solid guarantee to ensure effective fulfilment of PCD obligations, and that due consideration for PCD is given in the decision-making process when there is conflict of interest or contradiction between several policies.

The EC President should be actively supported by the High Representative / Vice-President of the Commission, and by the Commissioner for Development, who both have a direct responsibility for ensuring relations with developing countries on behalf of the EU and have considerable expertise.

In the Foreign Affairs Council, the High Representative and Ministers across the EU should fully understand support and deliver on greater Policy Coherence for Development.

In order to ensure continued attention to PCD at the highest level of governance, a PCD rolling work programme should be developed by every EU Presidency which would set priorities in terms of upcoming policy reforms or new policies which could raise PCD issues. DG DEVCO and thus the Commission should keep working on their own work programme to play a catalysing role for the Member States to also move forward and identify priorities. The European Commission and the Council are accountable to the European Parliament for the PCD obligation enshrined in the Treaty. Therefore, the European Parliament has a great role to play too here, and also as a legislative body.
2.2 Get prepared: put resources into place to advance PCD capacity

Capacity is a recurrent challenge to the effective realisation of PCD and affects different dimensions and different institutions.

• More capacity should be allocated to EC DG DEVCO to engage in providing substance and content to the PCD obligations and support this by more analytical reports.

• DG DEVCO in particular should allocate resources and a mandate to actively engage at early stages of IAs and inter-service consultations and be allowed time to consult with external stakeholders with expertise of monitoring and evaluating impacts on human rights and development objectives in developing countries.

• Very importantly is also the investment in capacity-building for staff in all relevant DGs and the EEAS as well as government officials in the Member States.

• A strategy for awareness-raising and dialogue at the level of EU Delegations should be elaborated with the view to improve incorporation of partner countries’ concerns in policy-making.

• The EP Standing Rapporteur on PCD should be supported with a reinforced secretariat, means to facilitate a PCD support group composed of MEPs from different committees, as well as access to study units and research budget.

2.3 Anticipate: better analyse PCD situations and create more inclusive policy-making

There is an immediate need to ensure that PCD goes from being a reporting exercise and a “tick in the box” to real improvements in men and women’s lives and thus positively impact on development objectives. Broad-based consultations and democratic debates in developing countries should be an integral part of EU policy-making processes. Only this way can PCD assist in advancing the rights of men and women to achieve their development objectives and assist them in eradication of poverty across the global South.

To this end, it is recommended that:

• the process to define, monitor and evaluate EC Country Strategy Papers is used for gathering information about the impact of EU policies on a developing country and form the basis for recommendations for policy change;

• two standing rapporteurs on PCD are appointed at the Joint ACP-EU Parliamentary Assembly, in order strengthen the JPA work on PCD issues and activate the Article 12 of the Cotonou Partnership Agreement when necessary.

Additionally, it is recommended that the EC takes on a role of gathering information and formalising analyses on policy impact with a view to improve policy making and amend existing policies if need be. This requires setting up and using a database in the different policy areas to record and observe relevant empiric trends constituting obstacles to human-centred development in developing countries.

The result of the analysis and dialogue exercises should be integrated in the relevant policy proposals. Eventually, this means that PCD should be properly “mainstreamed” in all EU policies, starting with explicit references to article 208 and 3(5) of the TFEU. This would allow for anticipating mistakes, as well as increasing accountability for PCD.

Two decades of gender mainstreaming and twin-track approaches provide lessons and valuable insights into what works and what doesn’t work for a progressive agenda. Importantly, there is clear evidence that without continuous political pressure from women and civil society organisations to act upon enhancing women’s rights and ending gender discrimination, gender mainstreaming would risk to become a simple bureaucratic management approach that ticks of a box instead of being an ally in the struggle for gender justice.
2.4 React: put in place a mechanism for complaint and corrective action

The EU needs to go beyond analysing potential impacts and accept the evidence of existing situations where EU policies are undermining development objectives. It is recommended that adequate space is given for affected stakeholders (including from developing countries) to be heard and that a due process follows in order to potentially revise policies with harmful impacts on development objectives and human rights.

Therefore, it is recommended to set up for all relevant EU policies and agreements – notably the forthcoming policies identified in the European Commission PCD Work Programme – a formalised complaint mechanism open to citizens and affected communities (e.g. civil society organisations, farmers organisations, women and grassroots organisations) to address harmful effects of EU policies on sustainable development in developing countries, and to trigger an investigation.

Concretely, this means including a provision in the relevant policy/agreement document that specify the procedure to direct complaints.

Should the complaint be overlooked, the special Ombudsman for PCD will be entitled to investigate and initiate a mediation process with the view to search for adequate solutions and redress.
Almost 1 in 7 people on the planet go to bed hungry every night, while 1/3 of the food produced for human consumption gets lost or wasted.
In today’s increasingly interdependent world, the policies enforced by the European Union (EU) have a critical impact on global food security and sustainable development paths. The devastating consequences of the last three years’ food, economic, and climate crises clearly demonstrate the failure of current international policies, financial and agricultural market architectures to guarantee food security, especially for the poorest and most vulnerable people.

1. Human Rights-Based Approach to Food Security

The alarming figures observed in 2008, where food price hikes forced 100 million people into hunger24 and again in 2010 where 44 million have already been driven into extreme poverty25 cannot be reversed if food is considered merely as a tradeable commodity. Secure access to adequate and safe food is a universal Human Right which all states of the international community are mutually obliged to respect, protect and fulfill. This includes an extraterritorial obligation not to violate the Right to Food of the people of other countries26. As the world’s largest actor in agricultural trade, the EU has a special responsibility in this respect27. Only by adopting a Human Rights-Based Approach (HRBA) to global food security can Europe take on the international leadership urgently needed in the fight against hunger. Realising the Right to Food requires changes in both models of production as well as improved access to affordable and nutritious food.

A HRBA food policy is, above all, a people-centered policy that addresses the structural causes of hunger rather than relying on international markets to guarantee food security. Today, the world produces more than enough food for everyone28. Yet, almost 1 out of 7 people on the planet go to bed hungry every night29. Conversely, 1/3 of the food produced for human consumption gets lost or wasted30. Hunger results from unequal distribution of food and when people are deprived from their rights of access to and control over the natural, financial and technological resources necessary to feed themselves with dignity. Participation by and empowerment of the most vulnerable people, who are often directly involved in domestic food production in developing countries, is therefore fundamental. 75 % of the world’s poorest people still reside in rural areas where around 4/5 households are engaged in farming31.

A HRBA food security policy has to be rooted in local realities. Realisation of the right to food for all can only be achieved by enabling sustainable agricultural production in every region of the world with a particular focus on smallholder farmers.

Definition of the Right to Food

The UN defines the right to adequate food as a Human Right, inherent in all people “to have regular, permanent and unrestricted access, either directly or by means of financial purchases, to quantitatively and qualitatively adequate and sufficient food corresponding to the cultural traditions of people to which the consumer belongs, and which ensures a physical and mental, individual and collective fulfilling and dignified life free of fear.”

Source: Website of the UN’s Special Rapporteur on Right to Food, www.srfood.org

---

24 FAO (2009) State of Food Insecurity
27 W10 (2010) Trade statistics: EU’s external trade accounts for 9.5 % of total world agricultural exports and 12 % of total world agricultural imports. Compared to number two the US accounting for 10 % and 5.5 % respectively.
28 The amount of food available, measured by available calories per person is sufficient to nourish all people on the planet. See Kim M. Lind, FBI (2012) “Foodweyproduktionen vil veke hurglet og underviklen”, p 2.
29 925 billion people are undernourished according to FAO (2011) State of World Food Insecurity World population is approach 6.8 billion according to the UN. See http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/附录/pam1_populat.htm
smallholder farming, 85% of farmers in developing countries produce on less than 2 hectares of land. There are some 500 million smallholder farms worldwide; more than 2 billion people depend on them for their livelihoods. These small farms produce about 80% of the food consumed in Asia and sub-Saharan Africa with women playing a pivotal role. Investing in women farmers and giving them the same access as men to agricultural resources could reduce the number of hungry people in the world by 12% to 17% or 100 to 150 million people, according to the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO).

The challenge is to make smallholder farming profitable and benefit from an equitable trade regime that allows poor countries to develop sustainable domestic production. But while the EU recognises that advancing local smallholder farming is particularly essential in developing countries, other EU policies continue to undermine this very objective. As demonstrated in this chapter Europe’s unsustainable agricultural production and subsidised exports, speculation on food commodities, greenhouse gas emissions and use of foreign farmland for its own food and energy production are examples of policies whose external impacts are inconsistent with the goal of eradicating global hunger.

2. The EU’s Food Security policy and the International Agenda

The last four years food crisis has put agriculture back on the international agenda. FAO’s estimation that global agricultural production has to increase by 70% to feed the world’s growing population in 2050 has propelled a lot of talk about reinvesting in agriculture. However, it is often overlooked that the FAO also concluded that: “The only sustainable solution to the problem of hunger lies in increasing the productivity of the poor and food-insecure countries.”

In terms of financial resources, this implies that total investment in developing countries’ agriculture needs to rise by 60%. But the trend in development aid flows run counter to this goal. The share of global aid to agriculture...
International Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge, Science and Technology for Development (IAASTD)

The IAASTD report “Agriculture at a Crossroads” from 2009, was prepared by 400 scientists from across the world over 4 years. It was approved in 2008 by 58 developed and developing countries, including many EU Member States. The IAASTD was co-sponsored by the World Bank, FAO, UNEP, UNESCO, UNDP, WHO and the GEF.

The IAASTD concludes that business-as-usual will not work. Realising the Right to Food requires changes in both models of production as well as improved access to affordable and nutritious food. These changes needed – based on a thorough scientific assessment - echo much of what has been proposed by civil society organisations over the years and then confirmed by several recent reports. They include the need to shift towards more ecological forms of production by small-scale food providers.

Key messages include the need for:
- agriculture to be viewed as multi-functional;
- increased emphasis on agro-ecological approaches and use of appropriate technologies;
- increased support to small-scale farmers, through policies and investments;
- empowerment of women;
- integration of local and traditional knowledge with formal knowledge;
- equitable trade reform with national flexibility; and
- increased investments in farmer-focused R&D and extension services.


The reformed Committee on World Food Security (CFS)

Key features of the reform document are the following:
- CFS is defined as “the foremost inclusive international and intergovernmental platform” for food security, based in the UN system.
- Explicitly includes defending the right to adequate food in the CFS’s mission.
- Recognises civil society organisations - small food producers and urban movements especially - as full participants and affirms their right to autonomously self-organise to relate to the CFS.
- Enjoins the CFS to negotiate and adopt a Global Strategic Framework (GSF) for food security providing guidance for national food security action plans as well as multilateral institutions.
- Empowers the CFS to take decisions on key food policy issues and promotes accountability by governments and other actors.
- Arranges for CFS policy work to be supported by a High Level Panel of Experts in which the expertise of farmers, Indigenous Peoples and practitioners is acknowledged alongside that of academics and researchers.
- Recognises the principle of “subsidiarity” and the need to build links between inclusive policy spaces at national, regional and global levels. The CFS becomes a year-round process and not an annual global meeting.

Important issues on the agenda of the CFS currently include the negotiation and implementation of the Voluntary Guidelines on Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Forest and Fisheries, measures to address price volatility, reflection on what forms of investment in which models of agriculture are best suited to support smallholder production/food security and the launching of a broad consultative process on principles for responsible investment in agriculture; development of the Global Strategic Framework.

More information on: http://www.fao.org/cfs
The EU's Food Security Policy

The EU’s Food Security Policy Framework was adopted in March 2010, following a large stakeholders’ consultation. It provides the context for its work on food security in developing countries. The policy includes four themes:

1) Increasing availability of food through more ecological, biodiverse and resilient forms of production, following the findings of IAASTD;

2) Improving access to food by using the Right to Food approach and supportive frameworks, implementing the Voluntary Guidelines to Support the Progressive Realisation of the Right to Adequate Food in the Context of National Food Security, including its 18 guiding principles;

3) Improving nutrition through appropriate policies and strategies and coordination across sectors, referring to EU’s nutrition policies;

4) Improving crisis prevention and management through improved food markets and forms of supply management including through improving (local) storage of farm products.


Spotlight on EU Policy Coherence for Development

has declined even more sharply: from 17% in the early 1980s to 6% in 2009. Today, only 4.4% of EU15 and the Commission’s total development aid is allocated to agriculture.

Yet, encouragingly, proposals for radical changes in the global food system, mainly from non-governmental development organisations (NGDOs), smallholder farmer movements - backed up by recent reports and research findings like those of the IAASTD (see box on previous page) - are now finding support in some official quarters of the EU and the UN. The proposals are centred on the urgent need to relocalise food systems; to end developing countries’ dependence on international markets and to enforce the right of the poorest people to regain control over the factors affecting their livelihoods. These principles are embodied in the food sovereignty framework developed by the social movements of peasant and family farmers and other small-scale food providers.

Furthermore, calls by African farmers’ networks for a reorientation of agricultural investments in the framework of food sovereignty were recently agreed at a workshop in Yaounde, Cameroon.

The decision to reform the FAO’s Committee on World Food Security (CFS) to transform it into an inclusive, authoritative global forum deliberating on food issues with the mission of ensuring the global right to food is an important step (see box on previous page). It is essential that the EU makes every effort to defend this new and still fragile policy space. In this respect, the EU should especially support the autonomous Civil Society Mechanism and consult with its own civil society in determining the positions it takes in the CFS.

In terms of Europe’s own approach, the new EU Food Security Policy Framework, adopted in 2010, demonstrates crucial progress (see box on previous page). The policy recognises the Right to Food and has a focus

38 Latest available figures from OECD’s database on development statistics (EU institutions plus EU15) in 2005. Latest data available.
40 See declaration and synthesis report from Nyeleni forum for food sovereignty, 2007.
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on creating an enabling environment for the smallholder sector as the single most effective instrument for increasing food security in developing countries. The European Parliament adopted a similar approach with its resolution on Food Security adopted in July 2011[42].

A vital element in the EU Framework is that it recognises that policies need to be formulated with the participation of local stakeholders who are the foundations of food and nutrition security. In particular, the EU has committed to “actively support greater participation of civil society and farmer organisations in policy making and research programmes and increase their involvement in the implementation and evaluation of government programmes”[43]. The EU has also taken into account the recommendations of the IAASTD, including the need to shift towards support for agro-ecological production. IAASTD has demonstrated how problem-oriented research incorporating local expertise can increase productivity in ways that protect the natural resource base while mitigating and helping agriculture adapt to climate change. Moreover, agro-ecological production does not depend on commercial nitrogen fertilisers, which are often unaffordable for poor smallholders, and can damage soils[44].

3. The Impact of EU policies

The EU’s efforts in combating hunger must be anchored in a comprehensive analysis of the situation of global food insecurity and the situation of developing countries[45]. More than one-third of all States are now classified as Low-Income Food-Deficit Countries (70 countries) by the UN[46]. These countries are confronted with a very rough transitional challenge of reducing dependency on international food markets in order to limit vulnerability to price and climate shocks by relocating their food systems.

To play a positive role in enhancing the food security of developing countries, the EU needs to change several of its current policies affecting food security in the world’s poor countries ranging from trade, agriculture, financial regulation, climate, investment in foreign land.

3.1 EU trade and agricultural policies

Global trade and agricultural regimes have critical impacts on poor countries development paths. Agriculture accounts for between 30% to 60% of GDP and up to 70% of employment in the Least Developed Countries’ (LDC)[47]. Research shows that agricultural development in poor countries is three to four times more effective in alleviating poverty than growth in other sectors and that one Euro increased income in agriculture generates between two and three Euros in their GDP[48]. Yet, realisation of this potential is hampered by the current international trade regime which disincentives agricultural development in poor countries by systematically favoring cheap imports from capital-intensive producers from wealthier nations. Since the 1980s, oversupply on international markets by heavily subsidised producers from the EU and other rich countries have depressed world prices and kept them low until the break out the global food crisis 2008. In parallel, trade liberalisation and absence of tariff protection have undermined the ability of local producers in poor food-importing countries to live from their crops, particularly under the WTO regime[49]. FAO documented 12,000 cases over the period 1980–2003 of import surges leading to low prices on domestic markets, which drove less competitive local producers out of business. And the frequency has
increased for almost all commodities since the Agreement on Agriculture (AoA) entered into force in 1994\textsuperscript{50}. The course of Africa illustrates this depressing development very well. In the 1980s, the continent was a net exporter of agricultural products. Today, it is a net importer heavily reliant on world markets to guarantee food security for its own people\textsuperscript{51}.

In many respects, the reform of the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) is a decisive opportunity to demonstrate the Union’s willingness to help facilitate developing countries’ transition to feeding themselves. This however requires a u-turn from the EU, which should recognise that the rising global demand for food does not legitimise subsidising European exports. Poor countries should be allowed to develop and safeguard their basic institutions and infrastructure prior to opening national agricultural markets to international competition\textsuperscript{52}.

Over the last 30 years the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy has undergone comprehensive reforms. Export subsidies accounted for 50% of CAP expenditure in 1980, and had been cut to 2% in 2008\textsuperscript{53}. Since the mid-1990s a central aim of the reforms has been to make the CAP payments comply with the rules of WTO, which has resulted in the current, more discrete, subsidy system consisting mainly of so called direct aid payments to European farmers.

Direct aid is “decoupled” from production in the sense that farms receive payments per hectare of farm land regardless of what they decide to produce on this land. The direct aid is compatible with the WTO’s “Green box” which implies that they are “considered not to distort trade and therefore permitted with no limits”\textsuperscript{54}. On this background, the Commission often argues that the CAP’s negative impact on developing countries is a thing of the past\textsuperscript{55}. Yet, at a closer look, it becomes apparent that the present subsidy system still allows the EU to dump agricultural products on the international market. According to the EC, direct aid accounts for an average of 29% of European farms’ factor income during the period 2007-2009 and in some EU countries like Denmark, it is nearly 70%\textsuperscript{56}. Clearly these figures suggest that much EU agricultural production would not be economically sustainable, in the absence of the direct aid support\textsuperscript{57}.

While maintaining sustainable agriculture across Europe through public support may be a legitimate policy objective, farm subsidies must not be allowed to result in the export of products at prices lower than the cost of production, unless to achieve mutually agreed non-trade concerns. Yet, research on the effects of the decoupled payments from Humboldt University establishes “that commodities for which the EU is a net exporter are sold below cost, for extended periods of time and in substantial quantities”\textsuperscript{58}. For instance, the returns of German dairy exports only covers 49-56 % of the production cost and 49-56% on sugar beets\textsuperscript{59}. Such heavily subsidised production is arguably unfair competition for poor local farmers in developing countries where financial support of such magnitude is by no means available.

In the 2010-2011 debate on the CAP reform, there have been signs that the EU is becoming willing to address development concerns in the future CAP. In June 2011 the European Parliament adopted a resolution, which calls for “the EU to ensure consistency between the CAP and its development and trade policies; … and not jeopardise food production capacity and long term food security in these countries and the ability of those populations to feed themselves, while respecting the principle of Policy Coherence for Development (PCD)”\textsuperscript{60}. This brings hope that the PCD principle will be incorporated in the forthcoming legislation regarding the CAP from 2014.

\textsuperscript{51} DFID (2011) The right to Food for a CAP fair to developing countries, p. 4
\textsuperscript{52} CONCORD reaction to the EC communication on the future CAP “The CAP must do no harm to other countries’ food and agricultural systems”, 18 Nov. 2010
\textsuperscript{54} WTO Glossary of Terms http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/gloss_e/glos52_e.html
\textsuperscript{55} See Agriculture Commissioner, Oaks’ intervention at the EESC conference “Food for Everyone” in May 2011
\textsuperscript{57} Aatz Mathews (2013) How Might the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy Affect Trade and Development? After 2015? p. 11 For a comprehensive analysis of the trade and production consequences of the direct aid system, see also South Centre (2011) EU’s increasing use of decoupled domestic supports in agriculture: implications for developing countries, and South Centre (2011) EU domestic supports and policy tools protecting European farmers.
\textsuperscript{58} Harald von Wittka et al. (2012) Decoupled Payments to EU Farmers, Production and Trade: An Economic Analysis for Germany, Humboldt University Berlin Working Paper, Number 902010
\textsuperscript{59} Ibid p. 15-15
\textsuperscript{60} European Parliament resolution of 23 June 2011 on the CAP towards 2020: meeting the food, natural resources and territorial challenges of the future 2011/0061 (INL), paragraph 63
Case Study: European Milk Exports

FAO estimates that around 150 million small-scale dairy farming households amounting to 750 million people are engaged in milk production, the majority of them in developing countries. Cows are one of the most valuable assets that poor rural households can own, providing income, nutritional milk and manure for fertilizer. Dairy farming is a potential pathway out of poverty for millions of people in the developing world, especially for women. But EU subsidised exports continue to hold back dairy farmers in the developing world.

The EU’s deployment of its internal ‘safety net policies’ can indeed displace the negative impact of market crises to other regions of the world. This was the case when the Commission reintroduced export subsidies for dairy products during the milk market crisis in 2009 – an action that was later heavily criticized by the European Parliament, that concluded that the export refunds constitute “a blatant violation of the core principles of policy coherence for development.”

Since 1984, the volume of milk produced in the EU has been limited by a quota. The quota arrangement is due to be eliminated from 2015. Combined with the EU’s current practice and further market-orientation of the sector, this raises serious concerns that the external impacts of the EU’s milk policy may even worsen.

**Cameroun: European subsidies ruin local markets**

In Cameroon, German NGO “Brot für die Welt” has been supporting the development of milk production for over 10 years to enable smallholders to supply the local market. However, the local milk markets are now being undercut by cheap milk powder from the EU. In northwest Cameroon, dairy farmers need at least €0.61 to cover production costs for a litre of fresh unpasteurised milk, while in recent years, milk made from European subsidised milk powder costs as low as €0.4 per litre.

“As a politically engaged woman, it makes me especially angry - here is another brilliant project, which many women can benefit greatly from, being jeopardised by EU exports. We’ve already been through all that with the cheap chicken parts from Europe. Small businesses run by women were driven out of the market then as well,” explains Tilder Kumichii. Who works at ACDIC, the Citizens’ Association for the Defence of Collective Interests, to which many smallholders in the region belong.

Source: BROT (2010) Milk Dumping in Cameroon

**Undermining West Africa’s milk production**

In West Africa, customs duties barely reach 5% and local farmers are squeezed out of the dairy value chain by subsidised European milk powder. Regional production is therefore unable to meet domestic market demands. In Burkina Faso nearly 1 out of every 2 litres of milk consumed in the country was imported in 2006 and in urban areas the figure was as high as 9/10 litres. European subsidised milk powder accounted for half of the cheap imports. Today, unfair market conditions continue to undermine local milk production. In January 2010, milk made from imported powder was sold at nearly half (340 CFA francs per litre) the price of local farmer’s fresh milk (700 CFA francs per litre).

Source: GRET (February 2010) The CAP’s impact on African Agriculture: focus on milk, published by VECO (Belgium), Terra Nuova (Italy) and Practical Action/UK Food Group

**How EU subsidies hurt Bangladesh’s dairy farmers**

In Bangladesh, one of the world’s poorest countries, 1.4 million family dairy farms support 7 million people who work on very small plots of land. But milk powder imports deter small producers from producing more milk to satisfy local demand.

Whole milk powder is imported and marketed directly to consumers, and skimmed milk powder is imported and used for production of dairy products. In 2009, Bangladesh spent around €68 million on imports of powdered milk that dis-incentivised local production. Between 20% and 50% of imports of skimmed milk powder came from the EU in recent years. However, for every million kilos of imported European milk powder, 350 jobs could be created in Bangladesh in local farming and related activities.

Source: ActionAid Denmark (2011) If the CAP doesn’t fit, change it - How EU taxpayers undermine Bangladeshi dairy farmers


**Spotlight on EU Policy Coherence for Development**

**Recommendations:**

- The EU must demonstrate greater efforts to make Policy Coherence for Development an operational element of the CAP and lead the way for new international governance of food security based on the universal Human Right to food.

- The principle of Policy Coherence for Development must be enshrined in the legislative text of the future CAP, including a recognition that the purpose of the CAP is not to feed the world and should not jeopardize the food production capacity and long-term food security of people developing countries and their ability to feed themselves.

- The new CAP legislation must contain obligations to monitor the impacts of the use of CAP instruments and agricultural exports to food-insecure developing countries on an ongoing basis. Production should be managed in a way that prevents subsidised EU exports to compete with local agricultural production in poor countries.

- The EU should fully comply with the developing countries’ demands to be granted the possibility to define, protect and promote their own agricultural policies in accordance with the needs of their people, including those suffering from food insecurity.

- The EU should eliminate export subsidies on agricultural products, while aiming, in all places where agricultural trade rules are discussed, and especially in the WTO, that all trade partners should also eliminate their export support policies in their various forms.

---

**3.2 Price volatility and speculation**

Since 2008, the world has experienced extreme price volatility on food commodities resulting in massive hunger crises. As markets are increasingly integrated in the world economy, shocks in the international arena can now travel and affect domestic markets much quicker than before. FAO estimates that the market’s expectation of how much the price of a commodity might move in the future is now more than 35% for many basic stable foods (see figure below).

![Graph showing price volatility of Wheat, Maize, and Soybeans](image-url)

**Source:** FAO (2010) *Price Volatility in Agricultural Markets*
The uncontrolled price movements affect and disrupt farmer’s production planning in all regions of the world. Yet, the poorest people and farmers in developing countries feel the most devastating consequences. In the least developed countries poor households spend between 50% and 80% of their income on food - compared to 16% in the EU. As the largest actor on the world markets, the EU has a responsibility to tackle the situation.

Food markets are tightening due to pressure from growing populations, changing diets, diversion of food to biofuels and climate change, but these factors cannot fully explain the extreme price movements. Excessive speculation on food derivatives in deregulated financial markets has served to exacerbate the dramatic increases and volatility in food prices the world witnessed in 2008, and again since 2010. Holdings in commodity index funds, the main vehicle for financial investments in agricultural commodities, rocketed from €11bn ($13bn) in 2003 to €204bn ($317bn) in 2008, increasing commodity price inflation.

As the EU’s agricultural policy becomes more market-oriented, it is expected that European agricultural commodity derivatives markets will continue to grow. Yet, European regulation is more relaxed than in the United States, where the implementation of the Dodd Frank Act impose positions limits on the derivative markets to hamper excessive speculation.

The issue of food price volatility and speculation is high on the political agenda in 2011, with market reform processes underway in both the EU and US, and with calls for action by France during its G20 presidency. The high level panel of experts on food security at the CFS said in July 2011 that “action regarding transparency in futures markets and tighter regulation of speculation is necessary.” However, the financial sector is lobbying strongly to weaken any proposals substantially.

Besides regulation, better global governance is also fundamental to get the extreme price volatility under control and establishing food buffer stocks can serve as key tool. Managed correctly, local, national and regional food stocks can be a key tool in both safeguarding food security and maintaining price stability by strengthening the ability of governments to limit excessive price volatility for both farmers and consumers.

Reserves can be used to smooth out volatile agricultural commodity markets by purchasing grain or other foodstuffs when there is a surplus on the market and releasing it during lean times, at moderate prices. Effectively-managed public buffer stocks, both regional and national, can help to ensure that food is available during humanitarian emergencies or climatic catastrophe. In doing so, they can provide food to the hungry and vulnerable when most needed, at moderate prices or if necessary for free. Food reserves have an important impact on food markets behaviours. Their mere existence can calm volatility, and they can support the easing of food price spikes by giving an injection into the market when supply is low, limiting the potential impacts of speculation during such periods.

Moreover, if buffer stocks target public procurement from smallholder and women farmers, they can help to support small-scale agriculture. If domestic purchases for reserves can be made when prices are low and there is more in the market (i.e. during harvest times) then it can help to push prices up in support of producers, thus stabilising prices paid to farmers and helping them to predict their markets and future agricultural investments. Reserves at both the regional and the national level can support each other and further enhance price stabilisation through collaboration.

**Recommendations:**

CONCORD urges the EU and its Member States to:

- stand up to the interests of the financial sector and aim for strong regulatory measures including in the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFiD) by increasing transparency of financial transactions and limiting excessive speculation through aggregated position limits of traders;
- collaborate to improve governance, transparency and oversight of global food markets at both international and domestic level;
- Collaborate to bolster the global food reserve system by establishing buffer stocks on local, national and regional level. These buffer stocks must target public procurement from smallholder and women farmers, they can help to support small-scale agriculture.

64 UNCTAD (2011) Price Formation In Financialized Commodity Markets: The Role of Information
67 High Level Panel of Experts on food security, FAO Committee on World Food Security (2011) Price volatility and food security
3.3 Climate change and foreign land use

The evolving hunger crises in East Africa is just the most recent of a range of events which show that the world is now witnessing the devastating impact on human induced climate change on global food security. In 2010, forest fires in Russia, draughts in Brazil and floods in Australia plumped global food supplies, pushing 44 million people into extreme poverty. Developing countries bear the brunt of climate change. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), yields from agriculture could be reduced by up to 50% in some developing countries because of climate change.

The EU must act to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions across all its policies and address its unsustainable production and consumption patterns. The EU’s current food production takes up 2.2 times the bio-capacity of Europe’s agricultural land. Especially the EU’s import of animal feed has dramatic environmental impacts. When soybean prices rose in 2007 it doubled deforestation in South America, which is the largest supplier of soy to the EU. Reducing the EU’s dependency on protein crop imports which are inflicting severe environmental damage in countries exporting to the EU and could also help reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

The EU’s policies to secure its own food and energy supply result in aggressive appropriations of farmland in developing countries depriving local people of control over the resources of the land they inhabit and on which their livelihood depends. EU net food imports presently require 35 million hectares of land outside Europe to be produced, equivalent to the entire territory of Germany. On top of this, the EU’s demand for biofuels is also a main driver for accelerating the use of foreign land.

For instance, ActionAid has recently documented how plans for a biofuels plantation in the Dakatcha Woodlands, Kenya, will violate the Human Rights of an indigenous community of over 20,000 people (see Natural Resources chapter of this report). This case illustrates a pan-African trend. FAO estimates that the last three years 20 million hectares of farmland on the African continent has been acquired by foreign interests.

In Asia, the same destructive trend is observed. APRDEV has demonstrated how in Cambodia today, hundreds of thousands of people are being alienated from their homes, farmlands, forests and fisheries as the country’s ruling elites and foreign investors plunder the country for private profit in the name of ‘development’ (see box).

Land-grabbing frenzy in Cambodia

In rural areas, at least 3 million hectares - more than half of Cambodia’s total arable landmass - has been granted to private companies as concessions for the development of agro-industrial plantations and mining projects. Sugarcane is one of the leading ‘boom crops’ driving the Cambodian land-grabbing frenzy today. Over the last two years, there has been a rapid expansion in the Cambodian sugar industry, with more than 80,000 hectares in land concessions being granted to private companies for industrial sugarcane production.

Forest clearing, sand dredging and large-scale seizure of productive land threaten the ecological balance and the livelihoods and food security of rural families. Dozens of rural and indigenous communities have been forcibly evicted and rendered homeless by land concessions in the last five years, while considerably more have faced economic displacement in the form of reduced access to subsistence farming and grazing land, and the destruction of forests that they have used for generations for collecting food and forest products.

Local and international Human Rights observers, including the UN Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights, have also documented serious and widespread human rights abuses and environmental damage caused by these companies affecting more than 12,000 people.


---

70 H. von Witzke and S. Nolteoppa (2006) EU agricultural production and trade: Can more efficiency prevent increasing ‘land-grabbing’ outside of Europe
71 ActionAid (May 2011) Fueling Evictions: Community cost of EU biofuels boom
72 LUWI Monitoring 2009-2010 Advancing African Agriculture (AAA): Land use study
Recommendations:

CONCORD calls on the EU and its Member States to:

- reduce Europe’s ecological footprint on developing countries by revisiting unsustainable production and consumption patterns in the EU and other regions. Priority areas are:
  - to limit the EU dependence on imports of animal protein feeds of unsustainable animal husbandry production models by promoting forage crops and moderate meat consumption habits;
  - to limit the dependence on nitrogen fertilisers whose use contributes to global warming, by promoting integration between agriculture and livestock activities, legumes crops and organic farming.
- ensure and monitor that the UN Voluntary Guidelines on Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land is respected across all relevant policies;
- ensure that policies that assist in driving global trends such as the grabbing of land and water include strong sustainability criteria that cover both social and environmental aspects equally comprehensively, with special regards to biofuels production;
- lay out a clear path across all relevant policies to contribute to the greenhouse gas reduction targets adopted by the EU and towards the objective of an 80% reduction target of EU’s emissions by 2050;
- in the Rio+20 process, ensure that agriculture is a core issue in global policy and practice because it is both the cause and a key component of any solution to the world’s environmental, climate and social problems.
Revenues from natural resource exports from Africa, Asia and Latin America amount to that of EU development aid 24 times.
The Right to enjoy and benefit from natural resources

The link between the rural poor and the environment is strong. Natural resources have numerous functions and form part of a range of crucial elements of our lives. They are often hard to categorise or prioritise in value. Poor men and women depend on land, water, forest and marine resources and cannot afford the technical alternatives that we associate with modern life in the ‘developed world’. Housing materials, food and energy are also taken directly from natural resources. Therefore, the deterioration of the natural environment and competing use of natural resources by commercial interests have a drastic impact on the living conditions of the poor.

1. Natural Resources and Human Rights

Natural resources form the very basis of everyone’s lives around the world. They constitute a crucial ingredient to achieve human and social development. Men and women across the globe have the right to benefit from these resources as established by international Human Rights treaties. In order to guarantee the Human Rights of people today and for the benefit of future generations these resources must be used in a sustainable manner. The very sustainability of ecosystems and our planet is intrinsically linked to human, social and political rights as they cannot be achieved without sustainable development or efficient eradication of poverty. The failure to do so, or the perhaps involuntary encouragement to neglect this presents a considerable obstacle to achieving development objectives.

Natural resources can be classified in two categories:

- Type I: The “renewable” resources which people, particularly in the developing world and indigenous communities, are directly reliant on, and which we are ultimately all reliant on, such as clean water, fish stocks, clean air, land etc. Although these have monetary value, their inherent value may be that they are immediately useful to people and directly related to development.

- Type II: Minerals, hydrocarbons and other “non-renewable” resources which tend to be of commercial value when extracted - particularly for the developed world - but not of any inherent value in their natural state (i.e. buried beneath the ground). The governance applied to the management of these resources, including more or less transparent and participatory processes, is directly linked to men and women’s rights and their path to development objectives.

The two categories are interlinked and both form the basis for considerable international trade and large shares of many countries’ public revenues.

74 Article 1 and 11 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 17 on property rights and Article 25 on the right to food in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

75 Forests and land which do fall into both categories but could be distinguished in the way that we are referring to them.
Global resource use is on the rise, and the European Union (EU) is one of the actors pursuing aggressive strategies to access resources. Europe is highly reliant on the import of this resource base on which to build its growth and wellbeing. A reflection of this can be seen in its trade balance which is highly uneven when it comes to resources. Revenues from natural resource exports from Africa, Asia and Latin America amount to 24 times that of EU Official Development Assistance (ODA). This dependency forms the basis for significant interaction and trade with developing countries and poses both opportunities and challenges in terms of Policy Coherence for Development (PCD).

If the revenues from the sale of natural resources of developing countries are properly collected and managed then they have the potential to lift millions out of poverty and constitute an important “development enabler”. They indeed hold potentially huge transformative power for communities across the global South. Thus, to ensure full realisation of rights in accordance with the international rights acquis, it becomes essential that women and men have access to “type I” renewable natural resources. At the same time, they should share in the benefits from the extraction and sale of “type II” whilst having a say in how these resources are managed.

Paradoxically, while developing countries contain a large proportion of the world’s most valuable metals and minerals, many resource-rich countries remain amongst the poorest in the world. Poor people do not benefit from this natural wealth, enshrined in the land they inhabit. Several reasons explain this: one of them being the lack of effective taxation on extraction activities and tax evasion. Companies in the extraction sector – including European ones – benefit from tax incentives offered by or negotiated with developing countries. Yet many of these companies escape even more taxation by directing profits to tax havens. On a global scale, more than US$ 1 trillion is

International Human Rights legal Framework

The international bill of Human Rights contains several references to natural resources and the fact that it is “the inherent right of all peoples to enjoy and utilize fully and freely their natural wealth and resources” as stipulated in Article 1 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), adopted on 16 December 1966. Other important points of reference are article 17 on property rights and article 25 on the right to food in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted by General Assembly Resolution 217 A (III) of 10 December 1948 and Article 11 of ICESCR.

Natural resources also feature in the 2007 UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous people where it is several times underscored that this derives out of a fear that their right to “land, territories and resources” have been violated or that they have suffered discrimination in exercising this right. These elements repeat in the ICESCR as well as in the 1969 UN Declaration on Social Progress and Development.

Most explicitly does it stand in the 1986 UN Declaration on Right to Development: “The human right to development also implies the full realization of the right of peoples to self-determination, which includes, subject to the relevant provisions of both International Covenants on Human Rights, the exercise of their inalienable right to full sovereignty over all their natural wealth and resources”.

76 Approximately 1.5 in 2008: http://www.ree.europa.eu/highlights/taking-stock-of-resources-on-
78 Africa-EU working group on governance of natural resources, including in conflict and post-conflict situations, 1st Working Group Meeting, Dakar, Senegal, 9 June 2011
79 ActionAid (2006) Accounting for Poverty, p38–45
Illegally moved out of developing countries every year, about two thirds of it due to commercial tax evasion. Capital flight from poor countries amounts to ten times total global ODA80.

Another reason why poor people in resource exporting countries do not benefit from this natural wealth is that these countries tend to be associated with poor governance, conflict, corruption, deterioration of the environment and human rights violations. The sector continuously fails to generate wealth through a process of value-added or reinvested in diversifying the economic. This process, known as the “resource curse”, cannot be dissociated from the policies of foreign companies and government.

Therefore, as trade partners and regulators of companies, banks and international financial markets, the EU has a crucial role to play. EU policy-makers have an obligation to ensure that EU policies in pursuit of its imports from developing countries do not undermine development objectives or lead, directly or indirectly, to human suffering and human rights violations.

Firstly, the EU must ensure that its consumption of non-renewable and renewable natural resources is at globally sustainable levels. Moreover, the environmental impacts of its economic activities and demand for (renewable) resources on developing world communities and global goods (such as rain-forests and oceans) should not jeopardize the rights of today’s peoples or those of future generations. Secondly, the EU must ensure that trade in natural resources contributes to stability, economic growth and diversification rather than conflict, corruption, poor governance and environmental degradation.

2. The EU’s support to natural resources and development

The EU understands the inter-play between development, Human Rights and natural resources. This is reflected in its legal base81, organisational structures82, political statements83, development objectives84, and as a signatory to several international treaties85.

Within the range of policy areas that the European Commission manages under its development policy, there is a specific policy for natural resource management. The view portrayed is that the poorest are extremely vulnerable to climate change and that protecting natural resources, biodiversity and avoiding environmental degradation is of utmost importance86. This vision fits with the EU’s own environmental policies but raises several questions about EU consumption levels and the coherence of other specific policies with development objectives.

Some aspects of EU development policy itself are closely related. For example, the efforts increasingly focused on assisting and encouraging developing countries to strengthen their capacities on domestic resource mobilisation87 has a clear link to the wealth that developing countries could generate from the effective management of their natural resources, both renewable and non-renewable. However, for a positive impact, transparency and good governance of the national governments in developing countries must be guaranteed. Equally crucial is the need for foreign investors to contribute to the levels of transparency needed.

Another challenge is to establish a sustainable and diverse economic base in a country and appropriate mechanisms to ensure that more men and women benefit from the wealth created. The transformative power of economic growth is promoted by the EU in Europe as well as in its relations with third countries88. It derives from an understanding of development and progress based on the EU’s own increased prosperity and levels of material well-being throughout its history. However, it is not necessarily supported by the policies that govern the EU’s own import of resources, which has different priorities.

Remarkably, the EU has a comprehensive understanding of the challenges that resource rich developing countries face and many EU programmes in partner countries are commendable.

However, there are clear examples of incoherence between some EU internal policies and development objectives. They have an inevitable impact on developing countries through direct trade and investment.

81 Article 305 & 208 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
82 European Environmental Agency that monitors and analyses EU’s level of consumption of natural resources http://www.eea.europa.eu/
83 The European Consensus on Development of 24 February 2000 (2000/C 406/1), in particular paragraph 75 and 101
84 Millennium Development Goals agenda in particular goal number 7, Council Conclusions of 2009
85 UNCCD, UNCBD, UNFCCC, REDD+
86 http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/whatdevelopmentpolicies/intervention-areas/environment/final_management_en.htm
87 European Commission Communication on Tax and Development of 21 April 2010 (COM(2010)183 final) and subsequent Council Conclusions on Tax and Development of 14 June 2010
3. Non-development policies that impact on the right of access to natural resources

Specific EU policies deal with the facilitation of access to certain resources or promote behaviour within the EU that necessitates the import of commodities and raw materials. Clearly, it is a complex area where many policies interact and influence the ability of the EU to access the natural resources (renewable and non-renewable) that it desires. Nevertheless, it is crucial that these policies do not, voluntarily or involuntarily, conflict with the EU’s obligation to ensure PCD.

A fundamental point is to ensure that the EU’s resource consumption is in line with its own view of sustainable resource management in developing countries. Sustainable consumption of resources is central to tackling the environmental challenges that the world faces. The EU must reduce its own consumption of resources move towards a low-resource, sustainable economic model that promotes sharp increases in recycling and multiple use of products. This should be done to promote equitable use of the world’s limited natural resources, and poverty reduction in developing countries.

3.1 The Renewable Energy Directive

The 2009 EU Renewable Energy Directive (RED)\(^\text{90}\) poses serious challenges to the achievement of the EU development objectives. Within the RED is a 10% target for renewable energy use in transport by 2020, an admirable goal. However it poses major problems for Human Rights and poverty eradication as it adds to the pressures on land and water in particular. Access to land and water are crucial natural resources and enablers of pro-poor development. Land is a key factor of production, which is essential to peoples’ ability to achieve the right to food. 92% of the EU target will be met by first generation biofuels, which Europe has nowhere near enough land to produce\(^\text{91}\). As a result, companies are responding by moving to places where large amounts of land and water can be cheaply and easily acquired: predominantly the developing world, thus posing a real obstacle to food

---

**Case Study: Dakatcha Community in Kenya**

In Dakatcha, Kenya a community of 20,000 people's daily lives and livelihoods have been threatened by an attempt by an Italian company to acquire 50,000 hectares of land to produce the biofuels crop jatropha. This has happened without proper consultation of the community, nor any alternative land or compensation being offered to them. The company is responding to the growing market for biofuels in the EU driven by new targets on biofuels. The company was to lease the land at a rate of €2 per hectare per annum, well under the market rate and putting into question the idea of the benefits that biofuels companies are bringing to Africa. The community use the land to produce food, honey, medicine, for wood and for eco-tourism. This story is told and retold by different communities across Africa, Asia and Latin America as European investors move in to produce the biofuels that European does not have the land surface to produce themselves.

September 2011 update: Following intense pressure from civil society organisations, the Kenyan government has now banned jatropha in Kenya’s coastal region, and the local authorities have out pressure on NI to stop their existing plantations in the region.


Therefore, CONCORD recommends that:

- The EU revises its 10% target in the Renewable Energy Directive;
- The EU ensures that policies that assist in driving global trends such as the grabbing of land and water include strong sustainability criteria that cover both social and environmental aspects equally comprehensively.

### 3.2 Raw Materials Initiative

The EU is committed to pursuing peace and security, the rule of law and respect for Human Rights through its Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). It is also highly dependent for its own prosperity on the secure and predictable import of oil, gas and other commodities. In 2009, imports of fuels and mining products to the EU were worth 325 billion Euros.

The EU Raw Materials Initiative seeks to ensure both a secure supply of raw materials for the EU and to facilitate development and security in producing countries. In turn, this facilitates a secure supply. Yet looking more closely at the policy clearly exhibits a hierarchy of value between the two objectives. The latter (development and security in producing countries) requires that the EU ensures that its actions, and those of EU companies, governments and banks, do not contribute to corruption, conflict, and poor and unaccountable governance in natural resource rich countries.

The risk of violation of rights is twofold. Firstly, countries miss out on tax revenue because of the current flawed regulation of (often European) companies. This presents a lost opportunity to generate revenues so vital for poor countries. The second is a lack of transparency and regulation of companies, which drives corruption, conflict and unaccountable governance so that people in resource rich countries do not benefit from the revenues that the country generates. Simply increasing revenue generation and collection does not necessarily bring about equitable and just development. As a result, the EU is in danger of not failing its own obligations on Policy coherence for security. A large number of these, and some of the most powerful, are European companies. The EU has a clear role to play in monitoring and redressing behaviour by these companies either incentivised by certain EU policies or insufficiently regulated (see chapter on food security).

RED does include a clause that outlines a monitoring scheme on elements of social sustainability (article 23). Yet its inability to make these elements an integral part of the mandatory sustainability criteria, the presumed length of the process, and the uncertainty whether results will actually lead to necessary changes in the legislation means that it might be too late for many communities. With RED, the EU has essentially adopted a policy which is provoking Human Rights violations, undermining the fight against poverty and flouting its PCD obligation.

The Dakatcha case in the box illustrates a wider problem which is unfolding across Africa and in other parts of the developing world, where land rights are already under threat. This is incoherent with the EU’s development objectives. In the specific case of Dakatcha, there is a dual responsibility of the country that gives the green light to the investments as well as of those implementing the policies that drive the investment, i.e. the EU.

---

91 http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2011/may/21/biofuel-plantations-africa-british-firms
92 Article 206 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, and article 21 of the Treaty on the European Union
93 WTO International Trade Statistics 2009 (last accessed 25 of July 2011)
94 European Commission Communication tackling the challenges in the commodity markets and on raw materials of 2 February 2011 (COM(2011) 25 final)
Development. The lack of coherence of the Raw Materials Initiative was also pointed out by the European Parliament in 2011.\(^\text{95}\)

The revenues earned by developing countries from natural resources represent the largest flow of money from the developed to the developing world. This represents a hugely important source of revenue for the latter with the potential to lift millions out of poverty. Instead, the trade in natural resources has often helped contribute to poverty and suffering. In some countries, such as the Democratic Republic of Congo - which supplies the EU with 71% of its Cobalt needs,\(^\text{96}\) competition over natural resources has fuelled armed conflict. This is fuelled when foreign companies source minerals from actors who use revenues to fund conflicts. In others, such as Turkmenistan, natural resource wealth has fuelled corrupt and repressive regimes. Part of the problem is that foreign companies pay bribes and do not disclose legitimate payments they make, fuelling corruption and unaccountable governance. Another part are opaque financial institutions in Europe that have been used to facilitate high level corruption and commodity-fuelled conflict. They have allowed corrupt elites and warlords to deposit looted revenues from natural resources in EU banks, enabling them to spend the revenues without hindrance and maintain their grip on power.\(^\text{97}\) (see section on Transparency Directive).

As a result of these failures to regulate European companies and banks, the revenues that are raised in partner countries are currently not being directed to more sustainable and job-intensive sectors of the economy. An associated problem is that the RMI presents no incentives for developing countries to engage in the value added process. Instead, there is a preference that they export pure raw materials for processing and value-adding in Europe or elsewhere. This exemplifies a huge missed opportunity for developing countries to generate wealth in a larger and more sustainable manner than the simple export of raw materials (see section on trade).

**CONCORD recommends that:**
- the EU encourage value-added process of raw materials and natural resources in developing countries;
- the EU upholds the ‘OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas’ and enshrines its provisions in law.
- the EU ensures that European laws against bribery are effectively enforced.
- the EU should strengthen and properly enforce its anti-money laundering regulations.
- the EU ensures that European companies no longer engage in tax avoidance and thereby impede developing countries ability to raise domestic revenues crucially needed and rightfully theirs;
- instead of promoting the unilateral Raw Materials Initiative as it is today, the EU should support a transparent international process for the world community. The aim should be to address how to cooperate in managing raw materials in order to reduce global over-consumption and transfer knowledge on the sustainable management of resources.

---

95 European Parliament resolution of 10 September 2011 on an effective raw materials strategy for Europe (2011/2055/NF)
96 European Commission Communication tackling the challenges in the commodity markets and on raw materials of 2 February 2011 (COM(2011) 25 final)
Glencore, the world’s biggest commodity trader, excited the financial world by announcing its entrance to the London Stock Exchange in May 2011. But Glencore’s flotation has also helped to highlight the need for multinational companies generally to reveal more about their finances, in order to help governments to collect the taxes their countries are owed.

Glencore owns most of a copper mining firm in Zambia which, a leaked auditors’ report suggests, may have conducted a series of tax irregularities. The auditors, from accountants Grant Thornton and the Norwegian firm Econ Poyry, said they did not trust what the copper mine had told them about its costs. They also suggested that the copper mine have used derivatives trades to shift profits out of Zambia. Both allegations suggest that the mining company, Mopani Copper Mines Plc, may be artificially reducing its profits in Zambia. Glencore, for its part, strongly denies Mopani has done anything wrong. At the same time the company previously obtained a EUR 48 million development loan from the European Investment Bank.

What is certain is that Zambia desperately needs tax revenues, notably for funding public services. In Zambia average life expectancy in the country is 46. Higher tax revenues could pay for better health and education systems which allow people to live fuller lives. Tax dodging is a particular problem for developing countries, whose tax authorities often lack the resources to be able to tell whether wealthy individuals and companies are paying the right amount of tax.

Financial secrecy is at the heart of the problem and one of the reforms which would help to solve it is greater transparency, not least in the accounts of multinational companies. A new requirement for companies to report their profits, sales, and taxes for every country in which they operate would help governments to identify suspicious cases where companies appear to be avoiding tax.

The improved transparency brought by country-by-country reporting would give power firmly back to the people. With more information available about companies’ tax payments to governments, citizens will be able to put pressure on politicians to see it is spent well. Companies too will come under more scrutiny, and be forced to explain their tax planning practices or risk consumer boycotts.

Sources: Christian Aid / Counterbalance / Friends of the Earth / Eurodad
3.3 Transparency Directive

The first step towards enabling developing countries to make effective use of their natural resources is to ensure greater disclosure and public oversight of the revenue flows to governments from extractive companies. Transparency in this area would deter governmental corruption and help to tackle the problem of corporate tax avoidance and evasion, which drains revenues from the coffers of poor countries.

In many countries rich in natural resources such as the Democratic Republic of Congo, Cambodia and Peru, local civil society organisations have highlighted that citizens have little or no information about the terms of deals signed between extractive companies and their governments. Nor about how much money is being paid to their countries in revenue or whether this is appropriate in relation to the profits being generated. When people know how much money is given and received for the wealth beneath their feet, they can ask their government questions about the fairness of these revenues and demand that it spends adequate proportions on public services, such as schools, hospitals and water provision.

Whilst the EU’s support for the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative98 is welcomed, this is not sufficient to tackle the misappropriation of natural resource revenue.

In 2004, the EU adopted legislation that defines the minimum requirements on periodic financial reporting and the disclosure of major shareholdings for companies that trade securities on regulated markets in EU Member States; the so-called Transparency Directive99. This aimed at enhancing transparency on EU capital markets.

Before the end of 2011, the European Commission will make proposals to revise this legislation as well as accounting rules. This is an opportunity to strengthen the system and enable EU companies to demonstrate the value of their financial contribution to developing countries. A disclosure of financial information on a country-by-country and project-by-project basis is needed in order to better monitor businesses’ operations and dealings with governments. Companies should also be required to disclose revenues, sales, profits and a total value for intra-group transactions, so as to curb the risk of tax avoidance and evasion. This information would allow resource rich developing countries to gain access to the information they require helping tackle corruption and more accurately calculate the tax liabilities of large multi-national companies operating in the extractive industries, especially those domiciled in EU Member States or their offshore jurisdictions, and their subsidiaries.

CONCORD urges the EU to:

- require all European companies extracting natural resources to disclose their financial information on a country-by-country and project-by-project basis;
- tighten its money-laundering regulations so that the EU financial system, including offshore tax havens under the jurisdiction of EU Member States, is not used to facilitate tax evasion and avoidance and the laundering of looted public funds from developing countries;
- ensure that all EU Member States have public registries of the ultimate owners of corporate and legal vehicles, known as the beneficial owner.

3.4 EU trade policies

Europe’s trade with developing countries should be sustainable, support people, their Human Rights, and enable those countries to protect and develop their domestic processing industries and the environment.

The tension between Human Rights and trade is obvious and much discussed. The EU founding treaties stipulate that trade must comply with Human Rights100. There are also Human Rights clauses in all of the EU’s preferential trade schemes. However, in practice, the EU is very hesitant to make effective use of it. They argue that sensitive issues are better addressed from a broader governance perspective and that cooperation and dialogue are the favoured tools to achieve improvement of Human Rights situations. Preferential trade regimes are an incentive based tool to support development purposes not to be used to ‘punish’ developing countries. Such an approach means that if the EU imports and provides a market for products produced in violation of Human Rights, it’s violating the EU’s own Human Rights obligations. Therefore specific product related sanctions can be an effective way to improve the Human Rights situation. This may be in contrast to general trade sanctions.

---


99 Article 207 and 29(3) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.
If the EU is to support development as well as the principles of justice and equity, it is vital that developing countries are in a position to reap the full benefits from their raw materials and natural resources, including through taxing the extraction companies and using policy measures to encourage in-country value addition, as discussed above. It is also important that they are free to manage those raw materials in the interest of their populations and the environment – by for example adopting policies to discourage extraction or exportation. At present EU trade policy-making runs counter to this, focusing instead on establishing a supply of cheap raw materials to be processed - and the benefits reaped - in Europe. This extremely unbalanced trade structure has a deeply negative effect on countries which get stuck in the role of raw material suppliers, never moving up the value chain to get more value from their natural resources.

To re-balance policy in this area, the EU should:

• fully respect the right of developing countries to use export restrictions in the public interest;
• stop pushing for the elimination of, or restrictions on the use of, export taxes in all fora, such as trade negotiations at the WTO, in bilateral Free Trade Agreements and Economic Partnerships Agreements and in other processes such as Generalised System of Preferences;
• refrain from abusing Trade Defence Instruments to counter the use of export taxes.

4. Conclusion

The EU still has some way to go to fulfil its obligation on PCD, as to be regards to the role of natural resources in the EU’s economy. On the one hand, the EU encourages monetarisation and free trade of natural resources. On the other, it recognises the need for this to go in tandem with the abilities of countries to realise their people’s rights through adequate transparency, right to information and ultimately rights to food, land, and other natural resources. In the best cases, the EU putting in place safeguards for these principles not to be violated. In the worst, the EU is fuelling the resource curse, bad governance and siphoning of profits that should have been raised as domestic revenues in line with the EU’s own vision for developing countries financing for development.
NO LOW-INCOME FRAGILE OR CONFLICT-AFFECTED COUNTRY HAS YET ACHIEVED A SINGLE MDG
Human security: the nexus between development and security

In States that are in conflict or post-conflict situations, the government often lacks the ability to satisfy the basic needs of the population. They face difficulties controlling their own territory and have a weak rule of law. Such countries tend to have a democratic deficit and human rights violations are common. One of the major threats to poverty eradication is a return to armed conflict.

1. Human Rights at the core of Human Security

More than 740,000 men, women and children die each year as a result of armed violence in the world. Armed conflicts cost Africa around $284 billion between 1990 and 2005. That is almost as much as the total amount of development aid the continent received in the same period. Furthermore, fragile States are way off-course for meeting the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), with only 14% on track to achieve MDG on maternal mortality, 17% on track to achieve the HIV/AIDS MDG, and 28% on track to achieve the gender equality MDG101.

The security and development agenda materialised at EU level with the Council Conclusions on Security and Development and again on an EU response to situations of fragility in 2007. They stem from the recognition “that there cannot be sustainable development without peace and security, and that without development and poverty eradication there will be no sustainable peace”. However since then there has been little progress to put this nexus in practice, that is, defining how security policies can support development objectives and how aid can be more effective in tackling root causes of insecurity and conflict.

At the same time, global military spending levels – stimulated by the war on terrorism – have climbed back to the heights they reached during the Cold War. The current total military expenditure is a colossal sum of money; one that – if it could be re-allocated - would be sufficient to achieve the MDGs five times over102. While military spending in Europe fell slightly in 2010 due to the economic crisis, military spending remains high at $382 billion103. Four EU Member States are on the top ten list of the world’s biggest military spenders, namely the UK, France, Germany and Italy.

The core of human security is the fundamental rights to life, physical safety and freedom from premature and preventable death. Human security is often defined as “freedom from want and freedom from fear” and the UN Human Security Commission agrees that it entails a “clear focus on individual human lives in contrast to the notion of national security in the military context”104. The primacy of Human Rights is what distinguishes the human security approach from traditional State-based approaches.

The 1994 UN Human Development report referred to 7 realms of human security. However, if a person has low sense of security triggered by events in one area of life, then most likely human security is compromised in other realms, too. Human security can affect both men and women. Yet, due to the prevalence of violence against women, they may often be at risk in ways different to men. Therefore human security should include a clear women’s rights perspective105. The UN Security Council Resolution 1325 on Women Peace and Security needs to be at the centre: it is not just a matter of protecting women from violence in war but about empowering women through the security agenda.

---
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2. EU Policies in practice

2.1 How to put the development-security nexus in practice

Violent conflicts cost lives, cause Human Rights abuses, displace people, disrupt livelihoods, set back economic development, exacerbate State fragility, weaken governance and undermine national and regional security. Preventing conflicts and relapses into conflict, (...) is therefore a primary objective of the EU’s external action (Council Conclusions on Conflict prevention of 20 June 2011)

The European External Action Service (EEAS) was introduced by the Lisbon Treaty to help conduct and coordinate the EU’s foreign affairs and security policy. Consistent with the Treaty’s provisions, Europe’s primary goal should be to establish rights-based foreign policies and fair and mutually beneficial cooperation with third countries. The EU should not advance its economic and security interests to the detriment of beneficiary countries and their populations. Contradictions between security and development goals begin when the object of security initiatives becomes merely about the State’s safety, safeguarding EU investments and access to raw materials rather than the protection of people. Human security and justice should therefore be considered as basic entitlements and should be provided for the benefit of the people in respect of their rights and in response to their feeling of insecurity. Humandevelopment and human security share four fundamental perspectives: they are people-centred; they are multi-dimensional; they have broad views on human fulfillment in the long term; and they address chronic poverty106.

The human security approach urges institutions like the EEAS to offer protection which is institutionalised, responsive, preventative. In this way, people will face inevitable downturns “with security”.

It is concerning that countries and regions of strategic importance to the EU would benefit most from efforts and financial support. This would come to the detriment of countries and regions where needs are greater, but which may be of less strategic interest to the EU. The EEAS is responsible for European security and will also be closely involved in aid programming. Therefore it is important to ensure that the EEAS recognises and abides by the reality

---


---

Despite the economic crisis, global military spending remains as high as US$382 billion in 2010
that aid driven by regional and global security concerns has historically been the least conducive to human development. The prioritisation of long term conflict prevention that aims to address the root causes of conflicts through the adoption of ‘conflict-sensitive’ approaches can be a way forward. It can ensure the security and development nexus is a mutually reinforcing dynamic. The relationship between the concept of human security and Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) missions should be explored in this regard. The ambivalent concept of security underlying CSDP missions hampers their effectiveness. Human security, for which the EU should adopt a working definition in line with UN debate, must be clearly endorsed in the mandates of CSDP missions and be their driving force. Human security should constitute the nexus between short-term and long-term impact of missions. The implementation of the commitments made by the EU should be enhanced by the setting up of the EEAS.

Recommendations:

- **Screening of policies and programmes**: Conflict sensitivity has been identified as a very important approach to contribute to conflict prevention. All EU external policies should be subject to an analysis of their impact on conflict dynamics and according to a holistic human security concept that includes the “EU Comprehensive Approach” addressing gender in conflict as well as the EU Gender Action Plan’s recommendation related to conflict.

- **Coordination**: The EEAS should provide the EU and its Member States with the ability to coordinate and employ the appropriate range of policies, incentives and instruments available for complex situations. Whilst upholding its fundamental principles of equality and solidarity, and respect for the principles of the United Nations Charter and international law, including Human Rights. It is crucial that these interventions are in accordance with the objective of eradication of poverty, as foreseen by the obligation of Policy Coherence for Development (PCD).

- **Transparency and Accountability**: The EU and its Member States have a joint responsibility to ensure that decision-making processes leading to joint initiatives in favour of peace and human security are transparent and democratic. Information on their implementation must be made available to national and European parliaments and to civil society actors, including Women’s Rights organisations, and populations directly or indirectly concerned by the operation.

- **Security constellations**: When elaborating holistic responses to human security needs, it is necessary to include all relevant security providers and proponents in a coordinated effort to strengthen human security. Priorities to be addressed should be identified through a survey of perceived threats to human security by the population and the intensity of the feeling of insecurity – disaggregated by different target groups. The EEAS should revolve around helping individuals work together with their local civil society networks, communities, and national governments to improve peoples’ skills in achieving security and in providing different human security strategies.

- **Responsible investment policies and monitoring**: Responsibility of the EU in developing countries and in particular in conflict-prone areas should be addressed by regulating all European, or European facilitated, investments to conflict sensitive corporate social responsibility principles. Guidelines and monitoring mechanisms should be established in this view for all public or private investments supported -even partially or indirectly- or facilitated by EU or Member States public resources.

---
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Case Study: European Strategy for Security and Development in the Sahel

The Joint EC-EEAS paper, European Strategy for Security and Development in the Sahel was endorsed by EU Member States in March 2011. It is the first geographic security strategy adopted since the establishment of the EEAS and provides a good example on how internal EU security concerns may influence the way EU development cooperation and funding is used and targeted; a clear case of lack of coherence for development.

Both the analytical and programming parts of the strategy focus exclusively on security issues and are short at putting them in a broader context of development challenges and economic and political cooperation at regional level. There is no analysis of past and current EU cooperation and its possible impact, no ‘do no harm’ reflection, no in-depth analysis of the origin of the present problems and no discussion on opportunities and aspects of development which are not directly related with security. Indeed, the strategy is mainly a response to new urgent priorities with regard to EU security: “Preventing AQIM (Al-Qaeda in the Maghreb) attacks and its potential to carry out attacks on EU territory, to reduce and contain drug and other criminal trafficking destined for Europe, to secure lawful trade and communication links (roads, pipelines) across the Sahel, North-South and East-West, and to protect existing economic interests and create the basis for trade and EU investment. Improving security and development in Sahel has an obvious and direct impact on the EU internal security situation”.

In spite of the regional dimension of the problems and the role to be played by other Sahel and Maghreb countries in countering AQIM threats as well as drug and arms trafficking, the EU strategy focuses on three countries only, Mauritania, Mali and Niger. Moreover, while regional actors like the African Union, the Arab Maghreb Union and the ECOWAS and its crisis-response mechanism are mentioned, the way the EU intends to support them is unclear. The three countries are qualified as “fragile States with fragile governance and unresolved internal tensions”. This seems to justify the fact that the new strategy ignores partner countries’ policies and priorities or their broader development and political context.

The strategy is mainly based on EU’s expectations and analysis and, as far as we know, has been developed without any consultation of non-State actors or concerned populations. While 20% only of the 10th European Development Fund (EDF) have been spent so far in Mali, the EU comes with fresh EDF money to be spent on new priorities with a new geographic focus with the objective of increasing the three States’ capacities to “fight threats and handle terrorism and organised crime in a more efficient and specialised manner”.

Of course, security is important for development in the Sahel, however this strategy fails to analyse and address long-term human security and development challenges of the region and to take Sahel States and populations’ own vision and aspirations into account and its long-term impact on development en human security is consequently doubtful.
2.2 The EU Programme for the Prevention of Violent Conflict

"The Union shall define and pursue common policies and actions, and shall work for a high degree of cooperation in all fields of international relations, in order to (...) preserve peace, prevent conflicts and strengthen international security (...)." Article 21.2-c) TFEU

In 2001, the EU adopted an ambitious Programme on the prevention of violent conflicts, aiming to respond to on-going and emerging challenges around the world. One of the objectives was then to strive for coherence across a wide range of policy areas (security, development, trade, etc.) to ensure that, at best, they would mutually reinforce their contributions to preventing conflicts, or, at least, that their respective implementation would not undermine each other's impact. This actually requires that conflict prevention is mainstreamed across all external action instruments, which has a number of strategic, institutional and practical implications. It means that EU policies, strategies and programmes should be more "conflict-sensitive" to avoid doing harm, and to the maximum extent possible use the opportunities to build long term peace. In order to do so, the EU also needs the adequate instruments and practices, embedded in a conducive institutional culture that will favor a long term preventative approach.

However, we are still facing a significant implementation gap whereby the commitments made since 2001 have yet to be translated in concrete and systematic measures across the EU institutions, policies and programming processes. Instead, the EU has concentrated its efforts in building short term crisis management and crisis response capacities. Whereas these instruments are important in addressing conflicts around the world in the short term, their contribution cannot be considered as a preventative response, driven by a long term vision.

It has also failed to mainstream conflict-sensitive practices, for example through the systematic use of conflict analysis to inform Country Strategy elaboration and programming processes, and then monitor and evaluate their impact against progress or setbacks on the conflict dynamics. Some good practice exists, but it is still undertaken on an ad hoc rather than a systematic basis.

The EU has gradually strengthened its relations with civil society on these issues, in order to better link its decisions to the needs of people and not only that of the State. It has also realised in recent years that in order to achieve positive changes in third countries, it needs to support and empower the actors in broader society to demand better governance and service delivery from their State institutions, and be in a position to hold the State into account. However, once again, this people-centred perspective, which is central to conflict prevention and human security, is not applied systematically enough.

Recommendations:

Ten years after the adoption of the Gothenburg programme, the EU should take advantage of the establishment of the EEAS, to take the necessary steps to ensure that conflict prevention becomes central to its external actions, by:

• raising awareness across the institutions on the rationale, benefits and practical implications of mainstreaming conflict prevention;

• setting up the appropriate institutional mechanisms enabling an integrated and conflict-sensitive approach to country and regional strategies, programming and assessment across the EU;

• putting more emphasis on strengthening sustainable State-society relations through balanced support to the actors of positive change in the wider society;
3. EU Arms Trade policies

The export of arms poses a huge threat to human security. Arms are used to kill people and force them to flee. Selling arms to unstable regions increases the risk of armed violence breaking out. Huge sums of money that could be spent on health care, education and other public goods are spent on arms. Several EU Member States are large arms exporters, and this is one area where economic and/or security self-interest clearly clash with ambitions for increased PCD. Despite this, the selling of conventional arms is not at all addressed in the EU’s PCD Work Programme 2010–2013.

In the period 2006–2010, the USA and Russia were the world’s largest arms exporters; followed by Germany, France, the UK, the Netherlands, China, Spain, Italy and Sweden. In December 2006, the EU Code of Conduct on Arms Trade was converted into the legally binding Council Common Position 2008/944/CFSP defining common rules governing the control of exports of military technology and equipment (but it does not include commercial civilian arms). It states that “Member States are determined to prevent the export of military technology and equipment which might be used for internal repression or international aggression or contribute to regional instability.” However, the Common Position has done little to prevent EU exports to Human Rights abusers and conflict hotspots. Saudi Arabia received about 20% of the UK’s export of conventional arms in 2010. The EU granted export licenses for €334.5 million worth of arms exports to Libya in the first five years after the arms embargo was lifted in October 2004. India and Pakistan have bought large amounts of arms from EU countries despite the fact that they have been engaged in a long-term conflict with one another.

Furthermore, the EU Common Position says that Member States must take into account whether the proposed export would seriously hamper the sustainable development of the recipient country when assessing applications for export licenses. Despite this, EU countries sell arms to countries suffering from severe poverty. For example, in 2006, Sweden gave the go-ahead to export a military radar surveillance system to Pakistan for €814 million, which is 12 times more than Pakistan’s annual budget for water and sanitation.

The establishment of the EU Common Position has been accompanied by development towards a more unified European Defence Market. The 2009 Directive on intra-EU transfers of defence products poses new challenges regarding Member States’ future possibilities to have full control over the ultimate destination of defence equipment that leaves the EU via other Member States. The various research programs, think tanks and parliamentary intergroups which have been involved in the development of the European CFSP have also been shown to entail close ties to the largest European defence companies. This is a matter of concern for an open and transparent monitoring of the impact of EU Member States arms trade.

Small arms and light weapons

The problem of small arms and light weapons (SALW) poses a huge threat in many societies, rich and poor. 740,000 people are victim of armed violence every year; for the majority of them, i.e. 490,000 persons, this occurs in countries that are not affected by armed conflicts. Armed violence affects all societies, all countries and people of all walks of lives. Women are disproportionately affected by gun violence. Although men comprise around 90% of deaths by guns, they are almost 100% of the buyers, sellers and users. Women are also victimised by sexual violence at gunpoint, through threats and other trauma, and through their role as caregivers and survivors. In this way, armed violence is a heavily gendered phenomenon. The EU is engaged in the negotiations on the Arms Trade Treaty, a multi-lateral treaty that would control the international trade of conventional weapons, including SALW. It is being officially negotiated within the UN framework and can be a very important step for increased arms control. In addition, SALW has been addressed by the EU in its Strategy to combat illicit trade and excessive accumulation of SALW and their ammunition in 2005.
**Recommendations:**

- Mechanisms should be put in place to ensure that the principles in the EU Common Position on control of exports of military technology and equipment are respected. Thus, the EU Member States should keep under constant review the Human Rights situation in countries to where EU Member States export arms. They should also agree on a list of countries involved in armed conflicts to which arms exports should be banned in principle. The EU’s own economic interests must be subordinated to sustainable development and human security in the receiving country.

- In the development of a European Defence Market, it is important to further develop and reinforce the existing instruments in the Common Position with the objective of achieving an effective EU arms export control mechanism as a complement to the unified European defence market.

- Transfers of conventional arms should be addressed in the EU’s future PCD Work Programme.

- Regarding the Arms Trade Treaty, the EU should push for a legally binding international instrument establishing common international standards for the import, exports and transfers of conventional weapons. The Treaty should require State Parties to assess all applications of arms trade against the highest possible standards and parameters, including the respect for Human Rights, the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of children in armed conflict, and international humanitarian law, and a thorough analysis of the risk of diversion to unintended users. The Treaty should include transparency, monitoring and assistance provisions.

**4. Aid Effectiveness in fragile States and militarisation of aid**

When it is suggested that development aid is used to “promote security”, the key questions are about how it is used, where, and for what purpose. While we must guard against the potential negative effects of linking development more closely with security, we must equally recognise aid’s potential to promote increased human security and justice. Donors increasingly direct development assistance towards fragile States and zones of conflict. In 2009, Official Development Aid (ODA) to fragile States increased of 11% and in total represented one third of all ODA. This increased commitment is in accordance with EU and Member States’ policies and aid strategies. An increasingly common rationale used by donors is that ODA should not only alleviate poverty but also be fully integrated within foreign policy and in some cases combined with defence policy of Member States.

ODA to zones of conflict and fragile States is often integrated in comprehensive approaches that combine foreign policy and diplomacy, development assistance and in some cases military support. Development assistance is in this context frequently seen as an intervention that boosts the impact of other types of support, i.e. military or diplomatic. More and more countries are in favor of broadening the OECD/DAC definition and reporting guidelines of ODA in order to enable military spending to be counted as ODA.

Of specific concern is the practice to use ODA as a force multiplier for military support which mostly relates to the Afghan context (see Afghanistan example in the box). Some EU donors have made their aid conditional on the political and military cooperation of communities and aid organisations. Military forces have been used to deliver aid. Research shows that such use of ODA is costly, exacerbates conflict and produces poor development outcomes in Afghanistan. In some instances these initiatives have also turned beneficiary communities into targets of attack.

In contrast with the Paris Declaration’s principles on local ownership, alignment and mutual accountability, EU crisis responses and Member States’ comprehensive initiatives are often driven by their own political and security objectives rather than local needs. Donor-driven agendas also impact on prospects for coordination with other donors, international and regional actors, as well as the local State and civil society organisations. When implemented within the right framework, development assistance can deliver important support in fragile States. Such framework is under discussion in the International Dialogue on Peace-building and State-building in which fragile States are taking a growing leadership and that produced the Monrovia Roadmap on Peace-building and State-building anchored on 5 main objectives:

- **Legitimate Politics** - Foster inclusive political settlements and conflict resolution
- **Security** - Establish and strengthen people’s security
- **Justice** – Address injustices and increase people’s access to justice
- **Economic foundations** – Generate employment and improve livelihoods
- **Revenues and services** - Manage revenues and build capacity for accountable and fair social service delivery

---
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Case Study: Afghanistan - Aid and civil-military relations

25 out 27 EU Member States have contributed to NATO’s Afghanistan ISAF force and provide development assistance to the Afghan Government or the trust funds established by the international community. Under the auspices of ‘comprehensive approach’ a large part of Member States development funding is directed to areas in which the same State has troops. This exposes European development assistance to two types of difficulties: i) the coordination of assistance and alignment with national reconstruction directives is vague. Incentives and priorities of the individual EU State often take precedence on the Afghan National Development Strategy (ANDS); ii) several States try and use development assistance as a ‘force multiplier’ for diplomatic and military efforts.

The Peace and Reintegration Trust fund serves as a good example of challenges inherent in securitisation of aid. The trust fund was developed in 2010 to act as a new soft counterinsurgency tool. Low-level opposition group fighters would be given jobs and vocational training in exchange for allegiance towards the Afghan government. As such, development aid in the thematic area of vocational training was connected to military strategy. Despite the fact that vocational training is a national development priority that features in the ANDS, its connection to military aims confuses the implementation of any new project. Is the implementing agency working to support community based capacities or is it trying to diminish the recruitment base of armed opposition groups? Furthermore the question is whether the decisions to implement vocational training programs are based on local needs or the strategic value of specific districts in the counterinsurgency campaign.

The development of the trust fund and its implementation is also problematic from the perspective of Afghan women and the UN Security Council Resolution 1325 on women, peace and security. Women were only marginally involved in the decision-making process leading up to the Afghan Peace and Reintegration plan and the trust fund. Grave concerns therefore remain as to how the trust fund will affect women’s position in local communities.

With regards to participation, Afghan women have been marginalised throughout the decision-making process. At the London Conference in January 2010 and the Kabul conference in July 2010, women participants were basically ignored by organisers. On its own initiative, the Afghan Women’s Network (AWN) prepared a statement, and one representative was invited to read it at the conference. Any funding for peace and reintegration efforts in Afghanistan should be conditioned to the meaningful participation and involvement of women in high negotiation and decision-making bodies. Women should be consulted and their needs and rights must be considered in the design and implementation of programmes funded by the Peace and Reintegration Trust Fund.

**Recommendations:**

- There should be no further erosion of the civilian character of development cooperation and ODA through the inclusion of military or quasi-military expenditures or the channeling of aid through military actors.

- Assistance to fragile States and States in conflict by EC and other EU donors, should be delivered in accordance with the Paris Declaration and Accra Agenda of Action on aid effectiveness, the Council conclusions on EU response to situations of fragility (2007) and the OECD DAC Principles for Good International Engagement in Fragile States and Situations.

- The EU should adopt the long awaited plan of action on the situation of fragility and conflict, with the objective of developing concepts and guiding principles for the EU’s role in situations of fragility. In doing so, it should take into account the principles and objectives of the Monrovia Roadmap on Peacebuilding and Statebuilding developed in the context of the International Dialogue on Peacebuilding and Statebuilding as well as the DAC guidance on State building, transition financing and risk management in fragile situations. It should also comply with the PCD obligation.

- The main focus of attention in fragile situations should be people and their security. The EU should facilitate and promote credible and transparent processes of political dialogue and negotiation. Such processes must allow all interest groups in the society to voice their concerns and be taken into the process in a manner that builds trust in the political process. Special attention, within this focus, should be paid to the so called “invisibles”, the marginalised and discriminated communities, groups or sections in a society, i.e., people in a particularly vulnerable position due to a lack of rights.
90% of the 214 million international migrants are workers and their families.
Labour migration and integration that benefits development

The arrival of approximately 48,000 migrants from the Maghreb in Italy and Malta in the first half of 2011 has again put migration at the centre of EU policy considerations and debates.

The EU currently hosts around 31.8 million migrants (37% come from other European countries, 25% from Africa, 20% from Asia, 17% from Americas and 1% from Oceania) with an increasing migratory pressure on the EU’s Southern and Eastern borders. It is estimated that between 6% and 15% of the total number of migrants in the EU are irregular migrants.

CONCORD approaches the question of the coherence of migration policy with development objectives by analysing what has influenced migrants’ choices in their pursuit of a decent living. In particular we look at how migrants from developing countries were enabled or hindered to exercise their full rights and to participate positively in the development process of their country of origin – all along the migration journey.

While ‘decent work’ is a development objective and a specific Millennium Development Goal, which the EU committed to achieve, lack of decent work remains a major push factor of labour migration. When migrants arrive to their destination, their integration in the host country is a real challenge. Their low access to adequate employment jeopardizes migrants’ capacity to participate in their country of origin development and to fully enjoy their rights. The current restrictive approach to EU migration policy poses additional obstacles, because of its lack of consideration for development implications and Human Rights requirements.
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1. A Human Rights-Based Approach to the links between migration, decent work and development

A Human Rights-Based Approach to migration and decent work means putting people as rights holders at the centre of analysis. People choose to exercise their right to migrate from or to stay in their country; but whatever their decision, their rights to live their life with dignity should be respected. This also entails that irrespective of their legal status, migrants should not be subject to exploitation, or precarious and unsafe working conditions. Furthermore, a development dimension implies that the systematic respect of migrant workers’ Human Rights all along the migration journey is key to enable these migrants to become actors of change in both their countries of origin and their receiving countries.

1.1 Universal Human Rights applicable to migrants

Migrants are protected by the core Human Rights treaties because this body of law applies to ‘everyone’ and is universal in its application. These rights apply to everyone irrespective of one’s nationality and must be guaranteed without discrimination between citizens and aliens. A basic principle of Human Rights is that entering a country in violation of immigration laws does not deprive an irregular migrant of his or her most fundamental Human Rights, nor does it erase the obligation of the host State to protect these individuals. In Europe too, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union foresees fundamental rights applying to everyone and therefore including migrants.

Workers’ rights are also addressed in a wide range of universal standards: some of them specifically address the situation of migrant workers. Migrant workers are specifically protected in a number of international conventions protecting, namely the ILO Convention 97 on Migration for Employment and ILO Convention 143 (supplementary provisions) on Migrant Workers and the UN Convention on the Protection of the Rights of Migrant Workers and Their Families. But none of the EU Member State have ratified it yet.

1.2 Labour rights

Workers’ rights are also addressed in a wide range of universal standards, some specifically addressing the situation of migrant workers. Migrant workers are specifically protected in a number of international conventions, namely the ILO Convention 97 on Migration for Employment and ILO Convention 143 (supplementary provisions) on Migrant Workers and the UN Convention on the Protection of the Rights of Migrant Workers and Their Families. But none of the EU Member States have ratified them yet.
2. Labour issues in the external and internal dimensions of migration and development

The benefits of migration depend on the degree to which migrants are protected and empowered by countries from which they come from and the Member States in which they live and work, regardless of their legal status. In both the external and internal dimensions of the migration and development nexus, decent work is a key analytical factor which EU public policies need to address in more depth, in the spirit of the principle of Policy Coherence for Development (PCD).

2.1 External dimension: poverty and lack of decent work opportunities as push factors of forced migration

Poverty as well as the lack of decent work are major driving forces behind international migration, particularly in the developing world. In fact, 90% of the total international migrants, estimated by the International Labour Organisation at 214 million in 2010, are migrant workers and their families. The majority of these are low skilled, seeking a more prosperous life.

Decent work sums up the aspirations of people in their working lives – for opportunity and decent income; labour rights, voice and recognition; personal development; as well as non-discrimination including gender equality. A recurring statement by migrants interviewed for the SOLIDAR research “Through the eyes of migrants - The search for Decent Work”, is that they would have stayed in their home countries if they could earn enough to live on and support their families.

2.2 Internal dimension: adequate employment for a successful integration of migrants

The integration of migrants in EU Member States is determined to a large extent by their opportunities to actively participate in gainful employment, afford a decent living and actively participate in all spheres of society. Research findings have highlighted the “capability approach” or the ability of individuals to pursue and realize the goals they value. Integration stands as "the development and use of capabilities for participating on an equal footing to the sharing of prosperity and well being".

Barriers continue to prevent residents of third country nationals for short or long term stays to participate in the labor market of the Member States of the essential integration, as demonstrated by numerous reports of the European Agency of Fundamental Rights Studies. The ILO confirmed the existence of large and persistent patterns of structural discrimination and disadvantages affecting migrants in the EU. Even when scarcity of data makes it difficult to provide precise statistical evidence, several reports confirm that in most EU Member States migrants have much lower labour force participation and employment rates than the majority of workers from EU/EEA countries. In some Member States, migrants from non EU countries have activity rates that are 15-40% below that of the majority of the population. The same patterns of distinct disadvantages apply to the situation of ethnic and religious minorities when it comes to income, wages and salaries when marked differences between nationals and migrants can be observed in all EU Member States.

National labour markets are highly segmented along national or ethnic lines where a majority of third country nationals are employed in low skilled, low paid professions and experience dangerous working conditions. Furthermore, the lack of recognition of foreign diplomas leads to a phenomenon of brain waste, where qualified migrants are employed in low-qualified jobs.

Irregular migrants are more likely than other migrants to experience precarious working conditions, social exclusion and a situation of dependence vis-a-vis their employer in a grey legal area affording no social and health security welfare, or labour rights protection against mistreatment and exploitation. An example of this is the domestic work sector, a major source of employment for undocumented migrant workers. In fact, in industrialized countries, domestic work accounts for between 5 and 9% of all employment, with the vast majority of these workers being women.


125 European Network against Racism - Migration Policy Group (2011) Beyond Integration.


129 European Parliament (2011) Motion for a Resolution on ILO Convention on domestic workers [PE-482, 000001-06]
3. Assessment of relevant EU policies and recommendations for greater coherence for development

The entry into force of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, with its article 79 specific on migration, has ensured a stable, comprehensive and more accountable legal framework for the development of EU migration policy, through a greater involvement of the European Parliament in the decision making process.

While rhetoric about the linkages between migration and development is increasingly used, a common trend in EU initiatives is their focus on managing migration flows with the view to realize the EU's unilateral economic objectives. Yet the full potential has not been fully explored for the migration and development nexus for a triple win: the benefits of the migrants themselves, for the host country and their country of origin.

To change this, coherent EU internal and external policies as well as related binding instruments are necessary.

3.1 The EU Global Approach on Migration

At the time of writing this report, migration policy is in a transitory phase since the European Commission will announce before the end of 2011 the future direction of the Global Approach to Migration (GAM) that was adopted by the European Council in 2005\textsuperscript{130}. However, recently adopted strategic documents already reveal a consistent trend in the EU's approach to migration policy, which reflects a restrictive vision centred on economic and demographic considerations, and largely discarding the human dimension and migrants’ rights.

---

Case Study: Through the eyes of migrants – The search for decent work

SOLIDAR and its partners carried out case studies in six countries, investigating migrants’ reasons for searching for jobs abroad and the reality of decent work in Europe and in their homes in developing countries.

Living and working at home in the Philippines

The current daily minimum wage in the Philippines amounts to 404 Philippine pesos (6.75 Euros) per day, yet the National Wages and Productivity Commission estimates that the minimum living wage should be about 917 pesos (15.31 Euros) per day.

Aida left as soon as she finished her studies to work in Kuwait, Hong Kong and Italy. She took this decision together with her husband as he could not find a job in the Philippines. Instead he agreed to take care of their children while Aida has been working abroad.

Living and working in Europe

Working in Europe enabled the migrant workers interviewed to double their income. Anita earns between 800-800 Euros a month as a freelance domestic worker in Italy. A huge increase compared to HK$400 (40 Euros) monthly salary in Hong Kong. Paz was able to supplement her 100 euro salary in France by taking part-time jobs such as dog-walking, etc.

In addition to the cost of travel, the stringent entry regulations in Europe also make it difficult for Filipino domestic workers to enter Europe, leading some to resort to a “backdoor” entry. Anita’s case is a classic example of a backdoor entry to Europe. She paid a huge amount for a fake employer in Hong Kong who then arranged for her Schengen visa to Europe. Her papers identified her as travelling with an employer on a holiday in Europe. Anita flew via Moscow and Paris to Italy then procured a tourist visa and worked as a freelance domestic worker.

Source: SOLIDAR (2010) Through the eyes of migrants – The search for decent work

The Justice and Home Affairs Council in June 2011 concluded that the GAM should aim at the immediate neighbourhood of the Union, together with other “selected significant source and transit countries of migration flows” \(^{131}\). The European Commission’s Communication “A dialogue for migration, mobility and security with the southern Mediterranean countries” demonstrated a strong focus on the use of leverages such as visa and mobility privileges in return for better border management and participation in readmissions programmes \(^{132}\). The June 2011 European Council also supported and reinforced such a conditionality approach \(^{133}\).

All these statements lead to a question of prevailing interests: if policy proposals are to represent a true “mutual benefit” of both EU and its (selected) partners, as suggested by the broad rhetoric in the same documents, there should be no need for such extensive use of leverages. It is clear that the EU’s priority is set on serving the unilateral economic interests of the EU, including the management of migration flows, rather than reflecting a sincere concern to protect Human Rights and assisting developing countries in line with EU’s commitment to PCD.

Other policy developments corroborate this view. For instance, the Europe 2020 Strategy adopted in 2015 \(^{134}\) has a key Strategy Goal to reach 75% level of employment in the EU. This can only be achieved though capitalising on highly skilled labour migration. Yet, so far the EU has not made it clear how it intends to reconcile this strategy with supporting inclusive growth and avoiding brain drain in developing countries.

The direction of the migration debate sparked by the 2011 events in the Mediterranean confirms our analysis: border security, skilled migration and re-admission are current priorities. At the same time, the push factors of forced migration - including poverty, unemployment, lack of decent work opportunities, climate change, persecution, conflict, or political repression - are insufficiently addressed.

In such context of increased focus on border security and skilled migration, it is feared that the crucial development dimension of migration and the connection with the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights could be sidelined in future EU migration policy deliberations and the revision of the GAM. It becomes clear that a paradigm shift is necessary to bring PCD into the EU migration policy framework.

The NGOs’ experience from the ground demonstrates that the strong focus on border management and combating illegal migration does not prevent people from crossing borders. Instead, it results in people travelling and living in insecure situations, without access to basic services, where their fundamental rights are exposed to violation.

The right balance in the future GAM will be to open legal channels for migration, while ensuring the protection of migrants’ rights. This should go in tandem with measures aiming at stimulating inclusive growth and sharing its benefits in the EU and in developing countries.

‘Circular migration’, understood as a possibility for migrants to freely travel and reside between the country of origin and their destination - rather than a restricted, likely conditional, back and forth movement or a return migration – is instrumental in striking this balance. The NGOs working directly with migrants report that migrants’ potential to invest in their countries of origin is strengthened and capitalised on the most when they enjoy a secure residence status and do not have to worry about losing social rights. The right to move freely between country of residence and of origin, is the most conducive for establishing income generating activities through which migrants can transfer knowledge and generate jobs back home. Such an approach would be in line with the PCD principle. Circular migration should be a central point of the GAM revision.

---

The revision of the GAM should be used as an opportunity to emphasise the inter-linkages with other policy areas. This should be done instead of developing parallel policy initiatives which might lead to increased policy incoherence, duplication and inefficient use of limited resources. The priority of the development pillar of the GAM – improving synergies between migration and development - needs to be based on the connection between development, migration and non-discrimination policies.

In addition, the international and EU Human Rights frameworks and regulations that are related to migrants need to be referred to, drawing from the conviction that ensuring full Human Rights facilitates social cohesion. The specificity of women’s migration and the rights of migrant women must be addressed too.

**Recommendations:**

In the context of the revision of the GAM:

- A common EU approach to migrant’s rights must be adopted. This encompasses equal treatment of migrants with EU citizens, the portability of social rights, collective bargaining, social protection and access to lifelong learning.

- The future GAM must make explicit references to Human Rights legal frameworks. Special attention to migrant women’s rights.

- The “targets” set in the EU PCD Work Programme\(^{135}\) should be part of the political basis in the GAM revision process. In particular the target consisting in seeking “further progress in the definition and implementation of a common approach to migrants’ rights”.

- In order to improve the GAM coherence with development, policy inter-linkages between development, migration and non-discrimination policies must be addressed.

- The EU should establish genuine circular migration schemes for both highly-qualified and low-skilled migrants.

---

3.2 Mobility Partnerships

The main instruments of the GAM are the Mobility Partnerships\(^{136}\), which so far have been signed with Cape Verde, Moldova, Georgia and Ghana. Mobility Partnerships have been presented as a long-term policy strategy in reaction to the 2011 events in the Mediterranean\(^{137}\), and negotiations are ongoing with Egypt, Tunisia and Morocco.

The EU views Mobility Partnerships as “a long-term framework based on political dialogue and operational cooperation” with the aim to regularise and institutionalise migration flows. Yet their soft law nature as well as planned EU imposed conditionality in negotiations, raises the question as to whether Mobility Partnerships are consistent policy tools with regard to the development pillar of the GAM and the push factors of forced migration.

Take the example of the Mobility Partnerships signed with Cap Verde, Georgia and Moldova. Their primary objective seems to be meeting the unilateral interests of the EU; reinforcing border controls with these countries of transit for migration routes from the Sahel region and from Central and Southern Asia respectively.

The review of the GAM should be the opportunity to verify the common baseline and the objectives of such an instrument, in order to bring it in line with Human Rights legal frameworks.

At the same time, their implementation should be adapted according to the situation of the partner country vis-à-vis the EU and vis-à-vis its regional partners. The EU should be attentive not to impede regional integration (including movement of people) in other parts of the world.

**Recommendations:**

The normative framework for Mobility Partnerships should be clarified to ensure that they are based on the internationally-agreed Human Rights Conventions and EU obligations. They should support the development objectives of the partner country, preserving and promoting the rights of its population and Diaspora abroad.

---


\(^{136}\) Non-legally binding political declaration accompanied by a list of concrete initiatives between the Commission, Interested Member States and the respective partner country to better manage migration flows

3.3 International Labour Rights Standards for decent work

In the current migration policy debate at EU level, there are only vague references to the push-factor of forced migration from developing countries, in terms of lack of decent work in the countries of origin. This indicates a rather inconsistent EU approach since, in parallel, the EU is committed to promoting decent work and social protection worldwide\(^\text{138}\). Consequently, to effectively promote the development pillar of the GAM, the EU will have to put the advancement of international labour rights standards and their comprehensive ratification at the centre of related policy deliberations, as well as their implementation by EU Member States.

The EU has robust legislation on non-discrimination\(^\text{139}\) and has ratified a large number of international conventions and instruments relating to human and migrants’ rights. Their proper enforcement to all persons residing on EU territory must be largely improved.

However, this protection system lacks an important element: no Member States has yet ratified the UN Convention on the Protection of the Rights of Migrant Workers and Their Families\(^\text{140}\).

**Recommendations:**

- The EU should ensure the full implementation of provisions contained in the EU non-discrimination legislation, international instruments protecting Human Rights, the recommendations of the Council of Europe concerning the protection of migrant workers and ILO conventions.

- The EU Member States should sign, ratify and implement the UN International Convention for the Protection of Migrant Workers and their families.

3.4 European Agenda for Integration

Establishing equality and meaningful integration of migrants in European host societies continues to be one of the key challenges facing EU Member States. It closely intersects with migration as a priority area in PCD.

To make migration work for development, the EU needs to address the linkages between migrants’ social inclusion, non discrimination and integration strategies at large for the benefit of the countries of destination and countries of origin.

The European Commission’s European agenda for the integration of third country nationals\(^\text{141}\) released in July 2011 recognises that the most pressing challenges to migrants’ integration include:

- the prevailing low employment levels of migrants, especially for migrant women,
- the rising unemployment and high levels of over qualification,
- the increasing risks of social exclusion and the gaps in educational achievement.

In this context, the EU and its Member States have a critical role to play to ensure that the Europe 2020 Strategy succeeds in creating inclusive labour markets that address the needs of the most vulnerable groups, including migrants. The existence of the EU’s Equality Directives and the broader recognition in diverse European public policies of the needs to foster equality in the context of labour market activation are not enough.

It is positive to note that the EU Integration Agenda acknowledges the external dimension of integration policies. Notably the link needed with the country of origin as regards better pre-departure measures, beneficial contacts between Diaspora communities and their countries of origin as well as circular migration schemes.

---


140 For a comprehensive understanding of the obstacles to the ratification of the CRWM in the EU, see UNILC/CD (2011) The Migrant Workers Convention in Europe: Obstacles to the Ratification of the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families: EUFTA Perspectives.

Now, there is a need to establish policy linkages between the GAM, including its development pillar, and the integration debate; a connection that has been overlooked so far and absent in the EU’s PCD Work Programme 2010-2013.

The current restrictive and conservative debate on migration does not make it easy. The links between security, criminality and migration have increasingly become part of discourse of mainstream populist political parties and widely relayed by the media. According to various studies and EU polls, this has contributed to negative perceptions of migrants and asylum seekers in public opinion. This is why making the positive contribution of migrants to host societies more visible should be an essential component of any integration policy.

In receiving countries, migrant associations already contribute greatly to the process of integration of migrant communities. Moreover, multilateral projects promoted by civil society in the area of co-development show that migrants, diasporas and their organisations can play a role of "intercultural facilitators". This is essential for development and partnerships between host countries and countries of origin. These initiatives need to be supported.

Case Study: Second-generation Senegalese migrants in France pursuing their parents’ cooperation with ‘their’ home villages

Older migrants from Senegal living in France in the village of Thialy had set up associations aiming at providing support to their village of origin with investment in basic social infrastructure such as primary schools, drinking water or health services.

Their children, the second generation of young people born in France, became aware of the positive impact of the projects carried out by their parents in their home village. As a result, they decided to organise a trip back to Senegal to better understand the migration history of their parents and the work undertaken by their associations. This is how the association “Nouvel Espoir de Thialy” was formed in 2008, bringing together more than fifty members, all from the village of Thialy. A delegation of young people born in France went to Senegal to grasp the realities of villages that most of them did not know. They decided to invest in a school project, building on the successful past project developed by their parents. To mobilise support for this project, these young people carried out development education projects concentrating on the migration pathway of their parents and their integration in the French society. In doing so, they were themselves better able to apprehend their parents’ migration history in a positive light.

Through the “New Hope from Thialy” association, not only a school project was successfully achieved but also, second-generation migrants managed to become credible interfaces of the French local public authorities on various thematic subjects related to migration routes.


http://dandoe-maye.e-monsite.com/rubrique/nouvel-espoir-de-thialy/042911.html
In this context, the dynamics of migrant integration in European host societies plays a fundamental role in the creation of cohesive social environments that can prepare the ground for sustainable co-development. This requires better coordination of civil society consultation processes; better policy mainstreaming and linkages between projects funded in the area of migration, asylum, development and integration. What is needed is “shared interest, genuine reciprocity” which is the basis of the “triple win” (migrants, countries of origin and receiving countries).

**Recommendations:**

- The external dimension of the Integration Agenda should be approached in a more holistic way - and well beyond the issue of pre-departure measures - looking at it from the perspective of the migrant in the country of origin.
- Any conditions to the right to migrate should be removed; these include too stringent pre-departure provisions.
- The EU institutions should organise more knowledge sharing on external dimension of integration, inviting diverse stakeholders from development and migration backgrounds.
- Migrants’ integration should be addressed in the EU’s future PCD Work Programme as an area of public policy that is key in contributing to an effective migration and development nexus.

**4. Conclusion: the need for a social and legal protection agenda for migrants**

The majority of migrants constitute a very vulnerable group that is driven by the lack of decent work opportunities and faces an “exploitation trap” in receiving societies.

To break this trap, a new paradigm should be adopted, based on a sustainable development-focused, migrant-centered and rights-based approach to migration. Respect for universal Human Rights, the ratification and effective implementation of international labour standards and the achievement of MDG 1 B should drive policy efforts.

A firm, legally binding catalogue of coherent policies needs to be devised, while the implementation of social and legal protection of migrants has to improve in the EU as well as globally. To this end, the EU should use its international leverage in promoting international standards protecting migrant workers.
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